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Chair's Foreword 

The establishment of the National Redress Scheme in 2018 has made a symbolic 

and practical contribution to the pursuit of justice for survivors of institutional 

child sexual abuse. 

However, as this Interim Report will demonstrate, much more needs to be done to 

improve the experience of survivors when seeking redress through the Scheme. 

The purpose of this first Interim Report is to reassure survivors that your voice has 

been heard, your experiences have been noted, and the issues you have identified 

will be front and centre as the Scheme evolves over the next twelve months. 

The report ‘Getting the National Redress Scheme right: An overdue step towards 

justice’ suggested the Scheme should be measured against three core principles: 

1 the Scheme must be survivor-focussed and trauma-informed; 

2 the Redress process must proceed on the basis of ‘do no further harm’ to 

the survivor; and 

3 amendments to the Scheme must be subject to proper consultation with 

key survivor groups. 

While some progress has been made, it is clear that we are not there yet.  

This observation is acknowledged by Scheme operators, who have said the Scheme 

“is not providing the fast, simple and trauma-informed response that survivors 

deserve.” 

Under the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Abuse Act 2018, the 

National Redress Scheme must be reviewed after two years of operation. 

With the Second Anniversary Review set to commence prior to 1 July 2020, it was 

important to produce an Interim Report to highlight priority issues and inform the 

direction of this review.  
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This Interim Report recommends the Second Legislated Anniversary Review be 

undertaken by a reputable individual familiar with the operation of redress 

schemes, include the participation of survivors, and report by 30 January 2021. 

Although this Interim Report does not consider all aspects of the National Redress 

Scheme, the Committee has agreed to examine certain complex matters in greater 

detail and provide a second Interim Report by 30 January 2021. 

A number of issues identified in this Interim Report can be addressed immediately 

to improve the survivor experience, including: 

 removing the requirement for a Statutory Declaration to accompany 

each application for redress; and  

 amendment to the indexation of prior payments, so that indexation is 

applied up until the date an application is submitted, rather than the 

date of payment offer. 

Other recommendations involve initiatives that will improve the transparency of 

the Scheme for survivors, including: 

 providing each applicant with an individualised application flowchart 

which maps out next steps and approximate timeframes, to keep 

survivors and their nominees better informed about the progress of their 

application; 

 publishing the Assessment Framework Policy Guidelines; and 

 establishing a direct complaint avenue for survivors, their nominees, 

and advocates. 

Adequate, timely access to counselling and psychological care services, including 

specialist financial counselling, for survivors continues to be of significant concern 

to the Committee, especially for survivors requiring culturally appropriate 

support, or those who reside in regional and remote areas.  

The Committee has also recommended the Scheme undertake immediate steps to 

ensure it is as responsive as possible to the increased levels of stress, anxiety and 

more limited access to support services experienced by survivors during the 

COVID-19 pandemic. 

The most pressing factor facing the Scheme is the approaching legislated deadline 

of 30 June 2020, by which time institutions named in the Royal Commission or in 

applications to the Scheme can elect to participate. 

It is the Committee’s strong view that every possible action must be taken against 

those institutions which fail to uphold their moral, social and ethical 

responsibilities by declining or unnecessarily delaying their participation in the 

Scheme. 
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The Committee believes early and full disclosure of non-participation by 

institutions is absolutely justified in the pursuit of justice for survivors of 

institutional child sexual abuse. 

Consequently, the Committee has recommended the Scheme obtain a written 

statement from each institution that has not elected to join the Scheme prior to the 

deadline of 30 June 2020. 

These statements must detail reasons for their delay, a list of the key officers of the 

institution, the expected joining date, and all financial benefits accrued by means of 

their charitable status and/or other sources of public funding or concessions 

received. 

The Committee has recommended the list of institutions and their written 

statements be published on the National Redress Scheme website one week prior 

to 30 June 2020. 

The Committee has further recommended that the Minister for Social Services 

convene the Minister’s Redress Scheme Governance Board by 30 July 2020 to 

review those institutions that have declined to join the Scheme, and to determine 

what actions will be taken to remove the charitable status and/or other sources of 

public funding or concessions from non-participating institutions. 

Time is now the enemy of many survivors.  

Every effort must now be placed on meeting the expectations set by the Royal 

Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse and then by the 

official Apology, so that more timely justice can be delivered for survivors and 

their families. 

The Committee extends its thanks to the survivors, their families, and the advocacy 

groups who have made themselves available to participate in its early work. 

Most importantly, survivors can be re-assured the Parliament continues to hear 

them. 

 

Senator Dean Smith 

Chair 

30 April 2020 
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Terms of Reference 

The Joint Select Committee on the Implementation of the National Redress Scheme 

(the Committee) is appointed pursuant to a resolution of the Senate on  

9 September 2019, as amended and agreed by the House of Representatives on  

10 September 2019 and agreed as amended by the Senate on 11 September 2019.  

The Committee has been established to inquire into and report on: 

 the Australian Government policy, program and legal response to the 

redress related recommendations of the Royal Commission into 

Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse, including the 

establishment and operation of the Commonwealth Redress Scheme and 

ongoing support of survivors; and 

 any matter in relation to the Royal Commission's redress related 

recommendations referred to the committee by a resolution of either 

House of the Parliament. 
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List of Recommendations 

Recommendation 1 

2.10 The Committee recommends the National Redress Scheme make a more 

concerted effort to engage with survivors and survivor groups. Specifically: 

 ensure the National Redress Scheme Survivor Roundtable is convened at 

a minimum of three times a year; and 

 ensure the second anniversary legislated review formally engages with 

survivors and survivor groups at the beginning of the review process, 

throughout the review and at its conclusion. 

Recommendation 2 

3.50 The Committee recommends that when establishing the second anniversary 

review mechanism the Minister for Social Services, ensure that: 

 the reviewer should be a reputable person familiar with the operation of 

other redress schemes in the Australian and/or international context; 

 the review includes survivors or their representatives as members of the 

review panel; 

 the review should regularly consult with survivors and survivor 

advocacy groups throughout the review; 

 the reviewer should provide ongoing advice and recommendations to 

the Minister to ensure recalibration of the National Redress Scheme 

during the review; 
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 the review should actively consider design elements which exist in other 

domestic or international redress schemes that would be of benefit to 

survivors, even if they are not entirely consistent with recommendations 

of the Royal Commission into Institutional Child Sexual Abuse; and 

 the reviewer should provide their final report to the Minister by  

30 January 2021. 

Recommendation 3 

4.31 The Committee recommends that the second anniversary review examine 

the following areas for reform as a high priority: 

 Publishing the Assessment Framework Policy Guidelines to assist 

survivors prepare their application; 

 Providing each applicant with an individualised application flowchart, 

which maps out the next steps and approximate timeframes, to keep 

survivors and their nominees better informed about the progress of their 

application; 

 Establishing a more formal practice of regular updates to applicants; 

 Creating a direct complaint avenue for survivors, their nominees, 

support groups, and their advocates;  

 Streamline applicant and decision making processes to ensure faster 

processing times; 

 Implement measures to provide greater consistency for survivors 

engaging the National Redress Scheme; and 

 Reviewing guidelines and processes to guarantee the consistent and 

appropriate use of nominees. 

Recommendation 4 

4.32 The Committee recommends the removal of the requirement for a Statutory 

Declaration to accompany each application for redress, as is currently 

required under section 19, 2 (d) of the National Redress Scheme for Institutional 

Child Sexual Abuse Act 2018. 
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Recommendation 5 

4.41 The Committee recommends that: 

 The practice of indexation of prior payments be removed; and 

 Until the removal of indexation is implemented, the practice of indexing 

prior payments is amended so that indexation is applied up until the 

date of application submission, rather than the date of payment offer. 

Recommendation 6 

4.55 The Committee recommends that the second anniversary review examine 

the following areas for reform as a high priority: 

 The provision of additional information in the final determination and 

offer provided to a survivor;  

 Appropriateness of the requirement for survivors to sign a deed of 

release when accepting redress payments, restricting any future 

compensation claim through civil courts; 

 Appropriateness of indexing prior payments; and 

 Appropriateness of the current cap and matrix for calculating redress 

payments. 

Recommendation 7 

4.70 The Committee recommends that the second anniversary review examine 

the following areas for reform as a high priority: 

 Increasing access to counselling and psychological care services, 

including specialist financial counselling, for survivors who intend to 

apply for the scheme, and throughout the application process; 

 Expanding the provision of out-of-hours support and counselling 

services; 

 Expanding the provision of culturally sensitive services with a particular 

emphasis on the needs of First Nation’s people; and 
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 Removing any caps or limits on counselling and psychological care 

services for survivors.   

Recommendation 8 

4.76 The Committee recommends that the second anniversary review examine 

options to facilitate and better support survivors to seek a direct personal 

response as a high priority. 

Recommendation 9 

5.42 The Committee recommends that the second anniversary review of the 

National Redress Scheme should examine the reasons for the relatively low 

rate of applications for redress, including: 

 The role of law reform in states and territories in opening alternate 

avenues to justice for survivors via the civil courts; 

 The extent to which survivors are discouraged from accessing the 

National Redress Scheme  as a result of the application process; and 

 Whether the application process causes undue harm to survivors 

through re-traumatisation. 

Recommendation 10 

5.83 The Committee recommends that: 

 In advance of 30 June 2020, the National Redress Scheme obtain a 

written statement from each institution which has not yet joined the 

National Redress Scheme, but has been named in applications, detailing 

their intention and timeline for joining the National Redress Scheme. 

 Where an institution discloses it is unable to join the National Redress 

Scheme by 30 June 2020, the written statement should provide: 

 detailed reasons for the delay; 

 include a list of all officers; and 

 details of the date the institution expects or intends to join the 

Scheme. 
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 Where an institution discloses that it has no intention to join the 

National Redress Scheme by 30 June 2020, the written statement should 

provide: 

 detailed reasons for their decision; 

 include a list of all officers; 

 details of all financial benefits accrued by means of charitable status 

and/or any other sources of public funding or concessions they 

receive. 

 A full list of institutions unable to join the scheme by 30 June 2020 and 

those who have declined to join the National Redress Scheme should be 

published on the National Redress Scheme website one week prior to 

30 June 2020, and include the written statement provided by the 

institution to the National Redress Scheme. 

Recommendation 11 

5.84 The Committee recommends that the Minister for Social Services convene 

the Ministers’ Redress Scheme Governance Board by 30 June 2020 to review 

decisions given by institutions declining to join the National Redress Scheme 

and to determine and advise what initiatives will be undertaken by the 

relevant Commonwealth, state, and territory governments to remove their 

charitable status and/or other concessions or sources of public funding.  

Recommendation 12 

6.12 The Committee recommends the Redress Scheme Governance Board expand 

the circumstances in which the funder of last resort provision applies so that 

the relevant participating jurisdiction/s act as the funder of last resort where: 

 the institution responsible for the abuse is now a defunct institution; and 

 the defunct institution would not have fallen under the operations of an 

existing institution. 

Recommendation 13 

7.21 The Committee recommends the National Redress Scheme closely monitor 

its operations during the COVID-19 pandemic to ensure that the National 

Redress Scheme is as responsive as possible to the increased levels of 
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anxiety, and the more limited access to counselling and psychological care 

services that is available to survivors. 

Recommendation 14 

8.10 The Committee recommends that the second anniversary review investigate 

the appropriateness of the use of advance payments for survivors who are 

especially vulnerable as a high priority. 
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1. Introduction 

Background to the interim report 

1.1 The Joint Select Committee (Committee) was formed to inquire into the 

Australian Government policy, program and legal response to the 

redress related recommendations of the Royal Commission into Institutional 

Responses to Child Sexual Abuse, including the establishment and operation 

of the Commonwealth Redress Scheme and ongoing support of survivors.  

1.2 The Committee is required to table its final report in May 2022. 

1.3 Section 192 of the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse 

Act 2018 (the Act) provides that the relevant Minister must conduct a review 

of the National Redress Scheme (NRS) as soon as possible after the second 

anniversary of NRS operation. The Committee notes that the NRS 

commenced 1 July 2018, and as such, the review must commence prior to 30 

June 2020.  

1.4 Early in its deliberations, the Committee resolved that its first priority 

should be to review the early experience of survivors with the NRS and use 

their evidence to identify priority issues that should be addressed by the 

second anniversary review.  

1.5 It is the Committee’s expectation that the Minister for Families and Social 

Services and the Department of Social Services (DSS) accept the findings in 

this interim report and ensure that the matters identified are incorporated 

into the terms of reference and design of the second anniversary review as a 

matter of priority. 
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Objectives and Scope 

1.6 On 2 April 2020, the Committee announced that it would table an interim 

report into the implementation of the NRS to reflect the evidence received so 

far by the Committee.1 

1.7 It remains the Committee’s intention that this report will inform the work 

and priorities of the legislated second anniversary review of the NRS which 

is to commence after 30 June 2020. 

1.8 The Committee has resolved to finalise a second interim report before 

tabling its final report in May 2022.  

Conduct 

1.9 On 13 February 2020, the Committee issued a media release announcing 

initial public hearing program. Due to matters associated with COVID-19 on 

16 March 2020, a separate media release was published noting the hearing 

program would continue as advised via teleconference. 

1.10 Since the establishment of the Committee, six public hearings have been 

held. Transcripts can be found on the Committee website and a list of 

witnesses that appeared is at Appendix A. 

1.11 The Committee invited submissions to be received by 29 May 2020, noting 

that submissions could be received after that date. The Committee also 

informed people that confidential and name withheld submissions would 

also be received. To date the Committee has received 20 submissions, which 

are listed at Appendix B.   

Report Outline 

1.12 Chapter 1 details the scope of the activities conducted to undertake the 

interim report and includes discussion of the Committees aims for the 

interim report.  

1.13 Chapter 2 provides a background to the development of the NRS, and 

discusses how the government has implemented the recommendations of 

the Royal Commission into Institutional Child Sexual Abuse. Consideration 

of previous parliamentary committee findings is also included in this 

section.  

                                                      
1 All Committee media releases are available at: 

https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/National_Redress_Scheme/

NationalRedressScheme/Media_Releases.  

https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/National_Redress_Scheme/NationalRedressScheme/Media_Releases
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/National_Redress_Scheme/NationalRedressScheme/Media_Releases
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1.14 Chapter 3 examines the NRS application process. The three components of 

an offer of redress including monetary payment, counselling services and 

direct personal responses are also examined. 

1.15 Chapter 4 considers NRS participation and examines factors that may be 

influencing a survivor’s decision on whether to apply for redress through 

the NRS. The number and rate of institutions joining the NRS is also 

discussed.   

1.16 Chapter 5 discusses the appropriateness of funder of last resort provisions 

within the Act. 

1.17 Chapter 6 outlines areas that the Committee believe need to be examined in 

order to maximise the opportunities of the second anniversary review to 

deliver improved survivor experiences and outcomes from the NRS. 

1.18 Throughout the interim report the Committee has included quotes that refer 

to the NRS as the scheme or redress scheme. The Committee has not 

amended these references. 

1.19 Two appendices accompany this report and provide details on submissions 

received and a list of witnesses who appeared before the Committee.  

1.20 A copy of this report, transcripts of hearings and submissions received are 

available on the Committee’s website at www.aph.gov.au/redress.  

http://www.aph.gov.au/redress
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2. Engagement of survivors 

2.1 During the course of its public hearings, the Committee heard evidence that 

survivors must be engaged during the review process, and that the voices of 

survivors must inform any conclusions the review draws. 

2.2 The Alliance for Forgotten Australia stated that they would like to see a 

collaboration or partnership between survivors and the second anniversary 

review: 

We’d like to be engaged in the design of the review – in the way the review 

will be undertaken. Then, we’d like to be engaged not just in the design but in 

galvanising our members for their input into it, and we’d maybe like to 

support other people in providing input into that review. It’s not something 

that we would prefer be done just by government at arm’s length; we would 

prefer us to be an integral part of that. That’s what’s going to give it 

legitimacy.1 

2.3 While not speaking directly to the second anniversary review,  

Ms Larissa Kaput noted the exclusion of female Jehovah’s Witnesses 

survivors at earlier consultation around the NRS, and recommended that at 

least one be included in all future Committee roundtables. The Committee 

sees merit in this cohort being included in consultation for the second 

anniversary review.2 

2.4 One survivor provided an example from a New South Wales Drug Summit 

held in 1999 to illustrate how the involvement of survivors could add value 

to the review process: 

                                                      
1 Mr Boris Kaspiev, Alliance for Forgotten Australia, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 2. 

2 Ms Larissa Kaput, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 39. 
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I made it a rule that, when the people who were developing the policy… went 

into a particular institution, none of the management or doctors on anybody 

could be in the room with the attendees of the summit. The attendees were 

face to face with actual drug addicts.3 

2.5 The survivor argued that this approach ‘enabled the summit to come up 

with some very life affirming views’, and that this would not have been 

possible had doctors, clinicians and managers ‘spoken on behalf of the drug 

addicts’. According to the survivor: 

That’s where we are at the moment: we have perfectly good people speaking 

on behalf of survivors, but they don’t really know. Until that happens, it won’t 

get better.4 

2.6 The Clergy Abuse Network (CAN) told the Committee that, in its dealings 

with survivors, people make a lot of recommendations that would be useful 

to the second anniversary review. According to CAN, ‘the people who were 

abused, the victims-survivors, don’t look at the finer detail of these things; 

they look at the things that affect them the most’.5 

2.7 CAN suggested that, given a lot of survivors have ‘had their education taken 

from them’ the views of survivors could be captured through the attendance 

of supporting groups, perhaps via ‘one person or a reserve person from each 

of these organisations’. CAN further emphasised that many organisations 

have varying perspectives based on their focus, and that capturing these 

different views was desirable.6 

Committee comment 

2.8 The input of survivors is central to the future success of the second 

anniversary review. In the Committee’s view, no one is better placed to 

speak to the extent to which the NRS provides fast, simple and trauma-

informed responses to applications for redress than the people that are 

subject to the NRS. The Committee would like to ensure consultation is 

meaningful and that views of survivors directly impact outcomes. 

2.9 The Committee believes the second anniversary review needs to directly 

engage with survivors, both through their support organisations and 

                                                      
3 Robert, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 17. 

4 Robert, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 17. 

5 Mr Bob O’Toole, Clergy Abuse Network, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 22. 

6 Mr Bob O’Toole, Clergy Abuse Network, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 23. 
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directly, through roundtables and hearings, to receive their feedback on the 

functioning of the NRS, and in particular how their lived experience of the 

NRS can be improved for survivors. 

Recommendation 1 

2.10 The Committee recommends the National Redress Scheme make a more 

concerted effort to engage with survivors and survivor groups. 

Specifically: 

 ensure the National Redress Scheme Survivor Roundtable is convened 

at a minimum of three times a year; and 

 ensure the second anniversary legislated review formally engages 

with survivors and survivor groups at the beginning of the review 

process, throughout the review and at its conclusion. 
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3. Establishing and governing the 

National Redress Scheme 

3.1 This chapter examines the establishment of the National Redress Scheme 

(NRS) and the governance structure that supports its operation. 

3.2 Key elements of the establishment and governance of the NRS were detailed 

by a previous committee. The committee was known as the Joint Select 

Committee on oversight of the implementation of redress related 

recommendations of the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to 

Child Sexual Abuse (the Joint Select Committee).1 

3.3 The Joint Select Committee’s final report, Getting the National Redress Scheme 

right: An overdue step towards justice, was tabled in the 45th Parliament.2 

3.4 This chapter of the interim report will instead focus on key areas to inform 

the legislated second anniversary review of the NRS. This includes the 

following: 

 governance of and consultation components of the NRS;  

 Joint Select Committee on oversight of the implementation of redress related 

recommendations of the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to 

Child Sexual Abuse final report recommendations; 

                                                      
1 Information about the Joint Select Committee on oversight of the implementation of redress related 

recommendations of the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse 

is available at 

https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Royal_Commission_into_In

stitutional_Responses_to_Child_Sexual_Abuse.  

2 The Getting the National Redress Scheme right: An overdue step towards justice report is available at: 

https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Royal_Commission_into_In

stitutional_Responses_to_Child_Sexual_Abuse/RoyalCommissionChildAbuse/Report.  

https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Royal_Commission_into_Institutional_Responses_to_Child_Sexual_Abuse
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Royal_Commission_into_Institutional_Responses_to_Child_Sexual_Abuse
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Royal_Commission_into_Institutional_Responses_to_Child_Sexual_Abuse/RoyalCommissionChildAbuse/Report
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Royal_Commission_into_Institutional_Responses_to_Child_Sexual_Abuse/RoyalCommissionChildAbuse/Report
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 Government response to recommendations of the ‘Getting the National 

Redress Scheme right: An overdue step towards justice’ report; and 

 Maximising opportunities from the second anniversary review. 

Governance of and consultation regarding the redress 

scheme 

3.5 As noted by the previous Joint Select Committee, there are various 

governance arrangements and consultative bodies that have been 

established in relation to the NRS. Key arrangements and bodies are 

summarised below. 

Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for 

Institutional Child Sexual Abuse 

3.6 The Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for 

Institutional Child Sexual Abuse (the Intergovernmental Agreement) is an 

agreement between the Commonwealth, state and territory governments. It 

sets out the roles and responsibilities of each jurisdiction in relation to the 

NRS. 

3.7 The Intergovernmental Agreement notes that the development and 

implementation of the Scheme is a shared responsibility of the 

Commonwealth and participating state and territory governments.3 

3.8 The shared responsibilities are as follows: 

a. work collaboratively to deliver redress from participating 

institutions to eligible survivors; 

b. share information and data, subject to this Agreement and privacy 

requirements, to promote a best practice and survivor-focused 

Scheme; 

c. monitor the progress of the Scheme’s implementation and outcomes; 

d. identify and seek to resolve issues in a timely manner where Scheme 

arrangements are having unintended impacts; and 

e. participate in the Ministers’ Redress Scheme Governance Board and 

the Redress Scheme Committee.4 

                                                      
3Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, p. 1. Available at https://www.coag.gov.au/sites/default/files/agreements/iga-national-

redress-scheme-sig.pdf.   

https://www.coag.gov.au/sites/default/files/agreements/iga-national-redress-scheme-sig.pdf
https://www.coag.gov.au/sites/default/files/agreements/iga-national-redress-scheme-sig.pdf
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3.9 The Commonwealth’s responsibilities are as follows: 

a. introduce the National Redress Scheme Bill and support its passage 

through the Commonwealth Parliament; 

b. appoint independent decision makers to assess and make 

determinations on Scheme applications; 

c. administer the Scheme through the Commonwealth Department of 

Human Services; 

d. deliver direct personal responses to its survivors in accordance with 

the Direct Personal Response Framework; 

e. fulfil reporting obligations as set out in Part 4 – Implementation 

Arrangements; 

f. fulfil agreed financial obligations in accordance with Part 6 – 

Financial Arrangements; 

g. chair and provide secretariat support for the Ministers’ Redress 

Scheme Governance Board and the Redress Scheme Committee; and 

h. fund and conduct a review of the Scheme in consultation with 

participating state and territory governments that have declared 

participating government institutions, in accordance with Scheme 

legislation.5 

3.10 The state and territory responsibilities are as follows: 

a. if a state, introduce legislation to refer to the Commonwealth 

Parliament the text reference and the amendment reference, or 

adopt the relevant version of the National Redress Scheme for 

Institutional Child Sexual Abuse Act 2018 (the Act) once enacted and 

refer the amendment reference, in accordance with s 51(xxxvii) of 

the Constitution; 

b. deliver direct personal responses to its survivors in accordance with 

the Direct Personal Response Framework; 

c. fulfil reporting obligations as set out in Part 4 – Implementation 

Arrangements; 

                                                                                                                                                    
4Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, p. 5.  

5Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, p. 6.  
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d. fulfil agreed financial obligations in accordance with Part 6 – 

Financial Arrangements; 

e. elect one of the options set out in Part 7 – The Scheme, relating to the 

provision of counselling and psychological care to survivors; 

f. participate in the review of the Scheme; and 

g. participate in the Ministers’ Redress Scheme Governance Board.6 

3.11 The Intergovernmental Agreement and establishment of the NRS is an 

acknowledgment that sexual abuse suffered by children in an institutional 

setting was wrong and should not have happened.7 

3.12 Consequently, the Intergovernmental Agreement acknowledges each 

jurisdiction’s commitment towards achieving a “survivor-focused, best 

practice, and simple Scheme”.8 

3.13 The Intergovernmental Agreement was first released in May 2018, and has 

been signed by all jurisdictions in Australia. The agreement will expire on  

30 June 2028, unless terminated earlier or extended by agreement of the 

jurisdictions.9 

Ministers' Redress Scheme Governance Board 

3.14 The Intergovernmental Agreement provides for the establishment of the 

Ministers' Redress Scheme Governance Board (Ministers' Board).10 The 

purpose of the Ministers' Board is 'to assist the proper, efficient and effective 

performance of the [scheme] during its period of operation'.11 

                                                      
6Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, p. 6.  

7Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, Recitals, p. 2. 

8Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, Recitals, p. 2 

9Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, clause 9, p. 3. 

10Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, clause 43, p. 9.   

11Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, Schedule A, p. 16.   
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3.15 The Ministers' Board consists of the Commonwealth, state and territory 

ministers responsible for redress.12 The Commonwealth minister is the 

chairperson of the Ministers’ Board. It was established on commencement of 

the NRS and will cease simultaneously with the scheme (unless terminated 

earlier or extended).13 

3.16 The Ministers’ Board is to meet at least bi-annually, unless it agrees to meet 

less frequently. It may meet on an ad hoc basis, and is convened at the 

request of the relevant Commonwealth minister.14 Deliberations of the 

Ministers' Board are confidential.15 

3.17 Some proposed changes to legislation, National Redress Scheme for 

Institutional Child Sexual Abuse Rules 2018 (the Rules) and policy 

guidelines require the approval of the Ministers' Board.16 This works as 

follows: 

 Proposed changes to the NRS that would result in increased costs for 

states or territories, or which are major design changes, require 

unanimous agreement of the Ministers’ Board.17 

 Proposed changes which are not of the above nature, but which are 

nonetheless significant (such as changes to primary legislation), are put 

to a vote of the Ministers’ Board.18 

 Minor matters, such as technical changes to legislation, the Rules, or 

policy documents, do not need to be considered by the Ministers’ Board. 

However, the Intergovernmental Agreement states that the 

                                                      
12 A jurisdiction must be participating in the redress scheme in order for its minister to be a member 

of the Ministers' Board. All jurisdictions are currently participating in the scheme.   

13Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, Schedule A, p. 16.   

14Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, Schedule A, p. 17.   

15Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, clause 30, p. 7.   

16Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, Schedule A, p. 16.   

17Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, Schedule A, pp. 17–18.   

18Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, Schedule A, p. 18. 
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Commonwealth will nonetheless consult state and territory officials on 

some of these minor matters.19 

3.18 Matters requiring consideration by the Ministers’ Board require a 

unanimous vote or a two-stage voting process. The two-stage voting process 

requires two stages to be satisfied: 

 First stage—the proposed change must have the support of two-thirds of 

jurisdictions. The Commonwealth has two votes for this stage of voting. 

 Second stage—the proposed change must have the support of 

jurisdictions representing 75 per cent of the estimated financial liability 

for participating jurisdictions (see the table below). The Commonwealth 

does not have a vote for this stage of voting. 

3.19 The Intergovernmental Agreement includes the following table estimating 

the liability of each jurisdiction, which is used as the basis for calculating the 

75 per cent liability required for the second stage.20 

Table 3.1 The estimated liability of each jurisdiction 

Jurisdiction Number of Survivors Percentage of Liability 

New South Wales 8950 34.45% 

Victoria 5290 20.36% 

Queensland 5030 19.36% 

Western Australia 2395 9.22% 

South Australia 1690 6.51% 

Tasmania 1115 4.29% 

Commonwealth  955 3.68% 

Northern Territory 330 1.27% 

Australian Capital 

Territory 

225 0.87% 

Total 25 980 100% 

                                                      
19Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, Schedule A, p. 19.   

20Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, Schedule A, p. 18. 
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Source: Intergovernmental Agreement, May 2018, Schedule A.  

Note: The previous Joint Select Committee noted that the table in the Intergovernmental Agreement 

lists the total number of survivors as 25 890, but the sum of the values is actually 25 980. This 

apparent typographical error is corrected in the table above. 

3.20 The 75 per cent required for a vote to be carried will be calculated based on 

participating jurisdictions and exclude jurisdictions that have not opted-in to 

the scheme.21 When a jurisdiction abstains from voting, that jurisdiction is 

taken not to be a jurisdiction on the Ministers’ Board for the purposes of 

calculating the second stage vote.22 

3.21 The Committee understands that, because New South Wales has an 

estimated 34.45 per cent liability, it is not possible for the 75 per cent 

threshold to be met without the support of New South Wales. This means 

that New South Wales has an effective veto on any matters that go to a two-

stage vote.23 

Inter-jurisdictional Committee 

3.22 The Intergovernmental Agreement states that senior officials from 

participating state and territory governments will form an Inter-

jurisdictional Committee, which will support the Ministers' Board by 

providing it with advice. The Inter-jurisdictional Committee will meet as 

needed to: 

…specifically discuss key emerging policy, operational and communication 

issues and provide advice to the Board on amendments to Scheme legislation, 

rules and policy guidelines.24 

Redress Scheme Committee 

3.23 The Intergovernmental Agreement provides for the establishment of the 

Redress Scheme Committee.25 Its purpose is to support the redress scheme 

Operator (which is the Secretary of the Department of Social Services), in: 

                                                      
21Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, 

Schedule A, p. 18. 

22Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, Schedule A, p. 19. 

23 Note that all jurisdictions have an effective veto on more significant matters that require unanimous 

agreement. 

24Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, clause 46, p. 9.   
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…ensuring the integrity and ongoing viability of the [redress scheme] during 

its period of operation through the provision of advice about key operational 

and Scheme participation issues.26 

3.24 The Redress Scheme Committee is comprised of senior officials from all 

participating governments and all participating non-government 

institutions. It is chaired by a Commonwealth representative. The 

Intergovernmental Agreement states that the scheme Operator will consult 

the Redress Scheme Committee on decisions that significantly affect 

members of the Redress Scheme Committee, and will also keep it informed 

of scheme costs with regular reporting.27 

3.25 The Intergovernmental Agreements states that the Redress Scheme 

Committee will not consider or influence decisions on individual redress 

applications.28 

3.26 The Redress Scheme Committee will meet quarterly, although this may be 

reviewed. As the Intergovernmental Agreement sets out, not all members 

will be invited to meetings but they will be consulted: 

Only participating governments, [non-government institutions] with high 

estimated exposure under the Scheme (likely to be faith-based institutions), 

and some non-faith based institutions will be invited to attend meetings to 

ensure there is a cross section of [non-government institutions] represented in 

meetings. 

The secretariat will provide all other participating [non-government 

institutions] (with low estimated exposure) with agenda papers and a record 

of outcomes from the meeting. The secretariat will also obtain their views 

prior to and after the meeting to ensure that the [Redress Scheme Committee] 

and/or the Scheme Operator can consider the views of the wider networks of 

[non-government institutions] in making their decisions. 

                                                                                                                                                    
25Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, clause 44, p. 9.   

26Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, Schedule B, p. 20.   

27Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, Schedule B, p. 20.   

28Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, Schedule B, p. 20.   
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[A non-government institution] is able to bring forward a request to the 

secretariat to attend [a Redress Scheme Committee] meeting if they are not a 

standard invitee.29 

3.27 Like the Ministers' Board, the Redress Scheme Committee was established 

on commencement of the NRS and will cease simultaneously with the 

scheme (unless terminated earlier or extended). 

Independent Advisory Council on Redress 

3.28 In December 2016, the then Prime Minister, the Hon Malcolm Turnbull MP, 

appointed an Independent Advisory Council on Redress (Advisory Council) 

to provide independent advice to the minister on policies and processes 

necessary to the design and implementation of the NRS.30 The 15-member 

Advisory Council consisted of 'survivors of institutional abuse and 

representatives from support organisations, as well as legal and 

psychological experts, Indigenous and disability experts, institutional 

interest groups and those with a background in government'.31 

3.29 The terms of reference for the Advisory Council state that, in particular, the 

Advisory Council will provide advice on: 

 the governing principles that underpin the scheme; 

 elements of the scheme's design, that may include eligibility and the 

principles around the processes of application, assessment, 

psychological counselling and direct personal response; 

 how to best encourage state, territory and non-government institution 

participation in the scheme; and 

 how the Commonwealth scheme will interact with other redress 

schemes.32 

3.30 In March 2018, the Department of Social Services advised a Senate 

committee that survivor groups were consulted on the text of the 

                                                      
29Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, Schedule B, p. 21.   

30 Senator the Hon George Brandis QC, Attorney-General and Leader of the Government in the 

Senate, 'Redress for survivors of institutional child sexual abuse: members of independent 

advisory council announced', Media Release, 16 December 2016, p. 1.   

31 Senator Brandis, 'Redress for survivors of institutional child sexual abuse', Media Release, 16 

December 2016, p. 1.   

32 Senator Brandis, 'Redress for survivors of institutional child sexual abuse', Media Release, 16 

December 2016, p. 2.   
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Commonwealth bill via the Advisory Council, and that various drafts of the 

bills were provided at different times to relevant organisations for 

comment.33 

3.31 The Intergovernmental Agreement provides that the Commonwealth 

minister responsible for redress may reconvene the Advisory Council for 

particular advisory purposes at any time in the future.34 

Table 3.2 National Redress Scheme Governance Meeting Dates 

Ministers’ Redress Scheme 

Governance Board 

10 December 2018 

29 November 2019 

30 March 2020 

National Redress Scheme 

Committee 

26 November 2018 

20 March 2019 

27 August 2019 

National Redress Scheme Inter-

jurisdiction Committee 

26 November 2018 

19 March 2019 

26 August 2019 

1 November 2019 

4 December 2019 

11 December 2019 

19 December 2019 

22 January 2020 

12 February 2020 

4 March 2020 

8 April 2020 

National Redress Scheme 30 November 2018 

                                                      
33 Senate Community Affairs Legislation Committee, Commonwealth Redress Scheme for Institutional 

Child Sexual Abuse Bill 2017 [Provisions] and Commonwealth Redress Scheme for Institutional Child 

Sexual Abuse (Consequential Amendments) Bill 2017 [Provisions], March 2018, p. 8.   

34Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, clause 47, p. 9. 
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Survivor Roundtable  28 March 2019 

7 November 2019 

Independent Advisory Council 

on Redress 

3 February 2017 

3 March 2017 

5 May 2017 

23 June 2017 

14 July 2017 

2 November 2017 

7 May 2018 

Joint Select Committee on oversight of the 

implementation of redress related recommendations of 

the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to 

Child Sexual Abuse 

3.32 On 20 June 2017 the House of Representatives agreed to a Senate resolution 

that a Joint Select Committee on oversight of the implementation of redress 

related recommendations of the Royal Commission into Institutional 

Responses to Child Sexual Abuse be established following the tabling of the 

final report of the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child 

Sexual Abuse (the Royal Commission). 

3.33 The Joint Select Committee inquired into: 

a. the Australian Government policy, program and legal response to 

the redress related recommendations of the Royal Commission, 

including the establishment and operation of the Commonwealth 

Redress Scheme and ongoing support of survivors; and 

b. any matter in relation to the Royal Commission's redress related 

recommendations referred to the committee by a resolution of either 

House of the Parliament. 

3.34 The Joint Select Committee concluded its inquiry when it tabled its report on 

2 April 2019. 
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3.35 The Joint Select Committee’s final report, ‘Getting the National Redress Scheme 

right: An overdue step towards justice’, included 29 recommendations covering 

the NRS’s policy, legislative design, and implementation.  

3.36 The recommendations reflected issues and difficulties survivors faced when 

engaging with the NRS, including: 

 lengthy processing times; 

 the inadequacy of support arrangements; and 

 redress access challenges for survivors of now defunct institutions. 

Australian Government response 

3.37 On 18 February 2020, the Australian Government released its response to the 

Joint Select Committee’s ‘Getting the National Redress Scheme right: An overdue 

step towards justice’ report and 29 recommendations.35 

3.38 The Government response stated it would work with states and territories 

and non-government institutions to address the issues identified by 

witnesses to the previous inquiry, and committed to the effective operation 

of the Scheme in support of people who have experienced institutional child 

sexual abuse.36 

3.39 Of the 29 recommendations, the Government ‘Agreed’ to 11, ‘Noted’ 15, and 

‘Supported’ 3 in principle.37 

3.40 Importantly, the Government did not reject any of the 29 recommendations. 

In the Government’s response to the previous committee’s report, it was 

noted that the Government would consult with jurisdictions and further 

consider a range of recommendations through the legislated second 

anniversary review of the NRS. These include recommendations 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 

12, 15, 16, 17, 19, 26 and 27. 

                                                      
35 Australian Government, Australian Government response to the Joint Select Committee on oversight of the 

implementation of redress related recommendations of the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses 

to Child Sexual Abuse report, February 2020. The Government Response is available at 

https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Royal_Commission_into_In

stitutional_Responses_to_Child_Sexual_Abuse/RoyalCommissionChildAbuse/Government_Res

ponse.  

36 Australian Government, Australian Government response to the Joint Select Committee on oversight of the 

implementation of redress related recommendations of the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses 

to Child Sexual Abuse report, February 2020, p. 2.   

37 Australian Government, Australian Government response to the Joint Select Committee on oversight of the 

implementation of redress related recommendations of the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses 

to Child Sexual Abuse report, February 2020, pp. 3 -12.  

https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Royal_Commission_into_Institutional_Responses_to_Child_Sexual_Abuse/RoyalCommissionChildAbuse/Government_Response
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Royal_Commission_into_Institutional_Responses_to_Child_Sexual_Abuse/RoyalCommissionChildAbuse/Government_Response
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Royal_Commission_into_Institutional_Responses_to_Child_Sexual_Abuse/RoyalCommissionChildAbuse/Government_Response
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3.41 The Committee shares the disappointment and frustration expressed by 

survivors and others at the slow progress of the Ministers’ Redress Scheme 

Governance Board in implementing these recommendations.  

3.42 The three recommendations the Government ‘supported in principle’ are as 

follows: 

 Recommendation 13, that the government publicly clarify the key terms 

in the Assessment Framework; 

 Recommendation 19, that Commonwealth, state and territory 

government consider mechanisms to ensure that survivors have life-

long access to counselling and psychological care that is available on an 

episodic basis, is flexible and it trauma-informed; and 

 Recommendation 20, that Commonwealth, state and territory 

governments agree to amend an institution’s reporting obligations 

under section 17 of the NRS Direct Personal Response Framework 2018 

to require institutions to provide to the Operator the following 

information: 

 The number of complaints made to the institution in relation to direct 

personal responses; 

 The nature of these complaints; and 

 How these complaints were resolved. 

3.43 The Government also committed to consider any recommendations arising 

from the legislated second anniversary review of the NRS. 

3.44 Some of these recommendations call for proposed changes to the NRS that 

would require unanimous agreement of the Ministers’ Redress Scheme 

Governance Board and/or legislative changes to the National Redress Scheme 

for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse Act 2018. 

3.45 The two categories are: 

 Proposed changes to the NRS that would result in increased costs for 

states or territories, or which are major design changes, require 

unanimous agreement of the Ministers’ Board.38 

 Proposed changes which are not of the above nature, but which are 

nonetheless significant (such as changes to primary legislation), are put 

to a vote of the Ministers’ Board.39 

                                                      
38Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, Schedule A, pp. 17–18. 

39Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, May 

2018, Schedule A, p. 18. 
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3.46 Consequently, as set out by the Intergovernmental Agreement and detailed 

by the previous Joint Select Committee, recommendations requiring 

consideration by the Ministers’ Board would require a unanimous vote or a 

two-stage voting process. The two-stage voting process was detailed earlier 

in this interim report.  

Maximising opportunities from the Second 

Anniversary Review 

3.47 The Committee is strongly of the view that the second anniversary review of 

the National Redress Scheme (NRS) must provide an effective and timely 

recalibration of the NRS to ensure it is more responsive to the needs of 

survivors and their families. 

3.48 Section 192 (1) of the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual 

Abuse Act 2018 (the Act) states that ‘the Minister must cause a review of the 

operation of the scheme to be commenced as soon as possible after’ the 

‘second anniversary of the scheme start day’. 

3.49 This review is due to commence on or as soon as possible after 30 June 2020, 

and Section 192 (2) of the Act states that is must consider a range of matters. 

Recommendation 2 

3.50 The Committee recommends that when establishing the second 

anniversary review mechanism the Minister for Social Services, ensure 

that: 

 the reviewer should be a reputable person familiar with the operation 

of other redress schemes in the Australian and/or international 

context; 

 the review includes survivors or their representatives as members of 

the review panel; 

 the review should regularly consult with survivors and survivor 

advocacy groups throughout the review; 

 the reviewer should provide ongoing advice and recommendations to 

the Minister to ensure recalibration of the National Redress Scheme 

during the review; 
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 the review should actively consider design elements which exist in 

other domestic or international redress schemes that would be of 

benefit to survivors, even if they are not entirely consistent with 

recommendations of the Royal Commission into Institutional Child 

Sexual Abuse; and 

 the reviewer should provide their final report to the Minister by  

30 January 2021. 
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4. Seeking Redress 

Survivor experiences of the National Redress 

Scheme 

4.1 This chapter considers aspects of the National Redress Scheme (NRS) 

application process that have been identified as requiring consideration as 

part of the second anniversary review. Overarching principles to improve 

the application process, including communication and timelines, are 

discussed at the start of the Chapter. The three outcomes of a redress 

application: the award of a redress payment, access to counselling and direct 

personal representations are each considered separately. 

4.2 Survivors and redress advocacy groups indicate that significant reforms are 

required across the breadth of the NRS process to ensure that the NRS fulfils 

its mandate whilst doing no harm. 

Application process 

4.3 Preparing an application is often a stressful and traumatic experience for 

survivors.1 Beyond Brave noted that it can take months for an applicant to 

finalise their application.2 One survivor said it took 17 months to finalise 

their application.3 

                                                      
1 Ms Toni Bailey, Blue Knot Foundation, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 29; Mr John Raymond 

Chivers, Committee Hansard, 20 March 2020, p. 7. 

2 Mrs Silvia Galdamez, Beyond Brave, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 30. 

3 Ms Suzanne Walker, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 44. 
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4.4 DSS highlighted that Redress Support Services are available to assist 

survivors during this process. Survivors noted the lack of counselling 

support available when starting the application process.4 Supports appear to 

comprise practical assistance in completing the application form rather than 

the provision of ongoing psychological support.5 

4.5 Survivors can complete the application form on their own, seek assistance 

from a Redress Support Service or engage lawyers to assist. Support services 

stated that there is a general lack of understanding within local communities 

about the NRS,6 highlighting that First Nation communities are one group 

where greater communication about the NRS and support options is 

needed.7 People with Disability Australia noted that whilst 60 per cent of 

applicants have a disability, only 10 per cent of those people have identified 

that a Redress Support Service assisted them with their application.8 

4.6 The lack of published guidelines for decision making limits the ability of 

survivors and their advocates to understand what should be included in an 

application.9 knowmore and Victorian Aboriginal Child Care Agency 

(VACCA) noted that without a framework they cannot advise survivors on 

what constitutes extreme circumstances.10 Tuart Place also highlighted that 

support services are unable to tell survivors how relevant prior payments 

will be apportioned.11 Both aspects can have a significant effect on the total 

amount of redress offered to a survivor. 

                                                      
4 Ms Jennifer Biggs, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p.15. 

5 Access to counselling and psychological supports are part of the offer of redress received by a 

survivor following the determination of their application. Ms Hanina Rind, Ngarra Jarra Noun, 

Victorian Aboriginal Child Care Agency, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 12. 

6 Mrs Silvia Galdamez, Beyond Brave, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 26. 

7 Ms Hanina Rind, Ngarra Jarra Noun, Victorian Aboriginal Child Care Agency, Committee Hansard, 

19 March 2020, p. 14. 

8 Ms Romola Hollywood, People with Disability Australia, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 34. 

9 Ms Bianca Anstis, Saines Lucas Solicitors, Committee Hansard, 20 March 2020, p. 2; Ms Georgette 

Antonas, The Centre for Excellence in Child and Family Welfare, Committee Hansard, 19 March 

2020, p. 20; Ms Suzanne Walker, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 44. 

10 Dr Philippa White, Tuart Place, Proof Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 19; this was supported by 

Ms Hanina Rind, Ngarra Jarra Noun, Victorian Aboriginal Child Care Agency, Committee 

Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 14. 

11 Ms Anna Swain, knowmore Legal Services, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 39. 
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4.7 The way that information is handled in the NRS was raised by witnesses. 

Once an application is received by the Department of Social Services (DSS), 

relevant information is sent to the institutions named. If the institution 

provides DSS with additional information to assist the Independent Decision 

Maker, the NRS retains that information. It is not provided to the survivor 

for consideration or response. 

4.8 It was suggested that preventing a survivor from being able to access all the 

information considered by the Independent Decision Maker is a breach of 

natural justice, as the applicant is required to accept the offer for redress 

based only on the information they provided.12 One survivor stated: 

The respondent’s response is treated as a protected disclosure, and I will not 

be provided with a copy. … I should be able to provide a response to the 

respondent’s response to the decision-maker so he or she is able to make a 

fully informed decision on my application for redress. Not to be able to do so 

is a denial of my right to natural justice.13 

Communication with applicants 

4.9 There was a range of testimony heard relating to communication practice by 

the NRS. Support services acknowledged that DSS is engaging at a policy 

level with advocacy groups through roundtables and open to hearing 

feedback.14 Advocacy groups report that whilst being heard is positive, they 

are frustrated that change has not yet been seen.15 

4.10 Witnesses had varied experiences with caseworkers at DSS. Some individual 

caseworkers are working with empathy when contacted,16 while others 

appear to be ill-equipped to respond adequately to the needs of survivors.17 

                                                      
12 Dr Philippa White, Tuart Place, Proof Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 19. 

13 Robert, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 14. 

14 Mrs Silvia Galdamez, Beyond Brave, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 27; Ms Leonie Sheedy and 

Mr Francis Golding, Care Leavers Australasia Network, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 26. 

15 Ms Hanina Rind, Ngarra Jarra Noun, Victorian Aboriginal Child Care Agency, Committee Hansard, 

19 March 2020, p. 17; Ms Leonie Sheedy and Mr Francis Golding, Care Leavers Australasia 

Network, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 26. 

16 Ms Toni Bailey, Blue Knot Foundation, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 32; Robert, Committee 

Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 17; Ms Bianca Anstis, Saines Lucas Solicitors Committee Hansard, 20 

March 2020, p. 1; Mr Reg Casley, Relationships Australia WA, Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, 

p. 11. 

17 Mr Nicholas Webster, Submission 11, pp. 1-3, Ms Biggs Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 12. 
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4.11 There are inadequate levels of outward communication with applicants. 

Many survivors and advocacy groups spoke of a survivor receiving a phone 

call from the NRS to acknowledge receipt of an application and verify their 

identity, and then having no communication at all until a decision had been 

made.18 

4.12 Survivors spoke of how a lack of regular updates affects them. One survivor 

stated that the not knowing had a significant effect on her mental health: 

I wasn’t just a victim once; I was a victim twice. But really I feel like I was a 

victim a lot more since all this has been going on.19 

4.13 Another survivor waiting for a decision stated: 

Since I’ve been involved with the Redress Scheme I’ve also felt that I am 

nothing more than a number and I was having dehumanising experiences 

brought upon me. It causes me flashbacks and reminds me constantly of the 

abuse I suffered. … I am a person who has needs. I am not a number to be 

processed without care and consideration. This lack of understanding and 

empathy makes me feel that I am not worth anything and that I need to be 

gotten rid of as soon as possible.20 

4.14 Whilst the new practice of assigning caseworkers to individual survivors 

was agreed to be a positive step, concerns existed in relation to the turnover 

of staff, and the failure of the NRS to notify survivors of any changes in 

caseworker.21 Additionally, survivors spoke of the frustration at contacting 

their caseworker for updates to be told that they were unable to receive any 

additional information or sense of processing timeframes.22 

4.15 Concerns relating to complaint management were also raised. Tuart Place 

highlighted that it is not possible to make a formal complaint verbally to the 

NRS and outlined the problems this can create for survivors who can have 

limited literacy skills and access to technology at home. The support service 

noted that once a complaint is made via email, it is sent to a general 

complaints section of DSS, not the NRS directly. Following submission, a 

                                                      
18 Mr John Raymond Chivers, Committee Hansard, 20 March 2020, p. 7; Ballarat Centre Against Sexual 

Assault, Committee Hansard, 20 March 2020, p. 19; Ms Katrina Stouppos, Shine Lawyers, 

Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 3. 

19 Ms Jennifer Biggs, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 12.  

20 Mr Morris Pitt, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 7. 

21 Ms Jennifer Biggs, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 12. 

22 Mr John Raymond Chivers, Committee Hansard, 20 March 2020, p. 7. 
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generic email is received in response. This can create anxiety for survivors 

who are wary of large institutions.23 

Nominees  

4.16 A survivor can nominate someone to communicate on their behalf in 

relation the NRS application process. This option is included in the 

application form for every survivor to consider. Nominees can receive copies 

of letter, ask questions about a person’s application for redress, receive 

phone calls about a person’s application, provide information and ask for an 

offer of redress to be reviewed.24 A significant number of applicants chose to 

have a relative, advocate, lawyer or counsellor act in this way.  

4.17 Despite a nominee being appointed, DSS is contacting survivors directly 

without prior notice.25 This practice is causing great harm to survivors who 

are not prepared.26 Beyond Brave stated: 

One of the key issues we have encountered is that nominees are often left out 

of the process, even when we have stressed the importance of not contacting 

the client without calling us first.27 

4.18 CLAN gave an example of one survivor who is unable to read or write and 

lives alone. The NRS called her directly on a Friday afternoon, without 

including CLAN, her nominee. The caseworker told her that her application 

had not been successful. The failure of the NRS to work with her nominee 

meant that she received the devastating news of her rejection alone, with no 

one ready to provide support.28 

4.19 A second example of nominee systems failing was a situation where the 

NRS told CLAN that they could not discuss a particular matter as there was 

no evidence of CLAN being appointed as nominee for a survivor. In 

                                                      
23 Dr Philippa White and Mrs Sarah Regan, Tuart Place, Proof Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 23. 

24 Mrs Silvia Galdamez, Beyond Brave, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, pp. 24-25. 

25 Ms Katrina Stouppos, Shine Lawyers, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 9; Ms Hanina Rind, 

Ngarra Jarra Noun, Victorian Aboriginal Child Care Agency, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, 

p. 14; Mrs Sarah Regan, Tuart Place, Proof Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 21.  

26 Mrs Sarah Regan, Tuart Place, Proof Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 21. 

27 Mrs Silvia Galdamez, Beyond Brave, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, pp. 24-25. 

28 Care Leavers Australasia Network, Submission 17, p. 3. 
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response, CLAN had to provide the confirmation letter that the NRS had 

previously sent to them confirming the nominee arrangement.29 

Timeframes for application processing  

4.20 Survivors did not understand why applications took so long to be 

determined and spoke of the trauma caused by long wait times.30 This view 

was strongly shared by support services.31 Noting that it is difficult to 

determine an average given the nature of applications being different, 

witnesses suggested that the average processing time would be between 12 

and 18 months.32 For applications received between 1 January 2019 and  

30 June 2019, DSS said the average processing time was approximately eight 

months.33 Shine lawyers noted that civil claims can usually be resolved 

within a shorter timeframe than a redress application.34 

4.21 DSS acknowledges that timeframes for the processing of applications is 

taking longer than expected and that the scheme is ‘not providing the fast, 

simple, trauma-informed response that survivors deserve’.35 Reasons given 

by DSS for long processing times include the number of institutions 

involved in an application, whether all institutions named are participating 

in the scheme, and the availability of information to support an application. 

To address the backlog of applications, an additional $11.7 million was 

provided to enable the employment of additional Independent Decision 

Makers in the 2019-20 financial year.36 

4.22 One survivor explained the pain that waiting causes: 

[T]hey had to put my application on hold while they sent further information 

off to the institution. One was a church-run institution, and the other was 

                                                      
29 Care Leavers Australasia Network, Submission 17, p. 8. 

30 Mr John Raymond Chivers, Committee Hansard, 20 March 2020, p. 9. 

31 Dr Philippa White, Tuart Place, Proof Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 20; Ms Georgette 

Antonas, The Centre for Excellence in Child and Family Welfare, Committee Hansard, 19 March 

2020, p. 19. 

32 Ms Lisa Flynn, Shine Lawyers, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 1; Ms Hanina Rind, Ngarra 

Jarra Noun, Victorian Aboriginal Child Care Agency, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 12. 

33 Department of Social Services, Answer to Question on Notice, number 7. 

34 Ms Lisa Flynn, Shine Lawyers, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 1. 

35 Ms Elizabeth Hefron-Webb, Department of Social Services, Canberra, Proof Committee Hansard, 26 

February 2020, p. 1. 

36 Department of Social Services, Answer to Question on Notice, number 8. 
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Westbrook. While that was happening, your application was put on hold. It's 

difficult. During the whole process, you ring and you try, but they won't tell 

you where it's at and they won't tell you what's happening with it. You don't 

know whether it's going to be accepted.37 

4.23 It was suggested that the introduction of legislated time frames may 

improve the scheme.38 

Priority Applications 

4.24 In recognition of the age and health of survivors, the NRS has adopted a 

priority stream for applications. If a survivor qualifies for the priority 

stream, institutions will have four weeks, instead of eight, to provide the 

NRS with information regarding the application.39 

4.25 There does not appear to be a clear process for identifying or processing 

priority applications. For example, the previous Joint Select Committee 

found that the application form has no questions asking if a survivor has a 

terminal illness, so DSS would be unable to determine the need for priority 

processing without additional information.40 

4.26 It does not appear that priority cases are being resolved at a significantly 

faster rate than non-priority applications.41 Beyond Brave stated that they are 

aware of priority applications that remain unresolved after 15 months.42 

4.27 DSS note that one factor influencing the progression of applications is the 

number of applications naming multiple institutions, which has exceeded 

initial expectations. Over 70 per cent of applications are naming more than 

one institution,43 and 1800 applications name four or more institutions.44 

                                                      
37 Phillip, Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 25. 

38 Ms Bianca Anstis, Saines Lucas Solicitors, Committee Hansard, 20 March 2020, p. 1. 

39 Ms Susan Cartwright, Department of Social Services, Canberra, Proof Committee Hansard, 26 

February 2020, p. 10. 

40 Joint Select Committee on oversight of the implementation of redress related recommendations of 

the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse, Getting the National 

Redress Scheme right: An overdue step to justice, April 2019, p. 108. 

41 Ms Toni Bailey, Blue Knot Foundation, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 32. 

42 Mrs Silvia Galdamez, Beyond Brave, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 25. 

43 Ms Elizabeth Hefron-Webb, Department of Social Services, Canberra, Proof Committee Hansard, 26 

February 2020, p. 2. 

44 Ms Elizabeth Hefron-Webb, Department of Social Services, Canberra, Proof Committee Hansard, 26 

February 2020, p. 5. 
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4.28 DSS confirmed that as at 7 February 2020, 19 survivors had died prior to 

learning that their application was successful. Redress payments were made 

to their estates in each circumstance.45 

Committee Comment 

4.29 Current NRS application processes can re-traumatise survivors. It is 

essential that the application process and practices are reformed to ensure 

the mitigation of harm to the survivor. The Committee agrees that the 

second anniversary review must consider the issues raised by survivors and 

their advocates as a matter of priority.  

4.30 The Committee agrees that COVID-19 presents additional challenges for 

survivors, the support services assisting them and DSS. The Committee 

notes that the requirement for a redress application to be accompanied by a 

Statutory Declaration is a legislative requirement under section 19, 2 (d) of 

the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse Act 2018. As 

such an amendment and prompt consideration by the Ministers Redress 

Scheme Governance Board is necessary. The Committee hopes that this 

process is considered and actioned by all stakeholders as a matter of 

priority. 

Recommendation 3 

4.31 The Committee recommends that the second anniversary review examine 

the following areas for reform as a high priority: 

 Publishing the Assessment Framework Policy Guidelines to assist 

survivors prepare their application; 

 Providing each applicant with an individualised application 

flowchart, which maps out the next steps and approximate 

timeframes, to keep survivors and their nominees better informed 

about the progress of their application; 

 Establishing a more formal practice of regular updates to applicants; 

 Creating a direct complaint avenue for survivors, their nominees, 

support groups, and their advocates;  

                                                      
45 Department of Social Services, Answer to Question on Notice, number 23. 
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 Streamline applicant and decision making processes to ensure faster 

processing times; 

 Implement measures to provide greater consistency for survivors 

engaging the National Redress Scheme; and 

 Reviewing guidelines and processes to guarantee the consistent and 

appropriate use of nominees. 

Recommendation 4 

4.32 The Committee recommends the removal of the requirement for a 

Statutory Declaration to accompany each application for redress, as is 

currently required under section 19, 2 (d) of the National Redress Scheme 

for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse Act 2018. 

Redress payments 

4.33 This section examines structural aspects of the NRS that influence the award 

of redress and discusses how these factors affect survivors.  

Pathways to redress  

4.34 The NRS has received significantly lower application numbers than was 

anticipated by the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child 

Sexual Abuse (Royal Commission). Lawyers said one reason for this is that 

large percentage of survivors who choose to seek compensation from a civil 

action, instead of pursuing redress through the NRS.46 Various reasons for 

this were suggested, including the higher monetary rate often achieved for 

survivors and high rate of matters being settled out of court within 

timeframes similar to the NRS.47 Advocacy organisations supported this 

proposition,48 however no empirical research was provided to the 

Committee in this respect.  

                                                      
46 Ms Bianca Anstis, Saines Lucas Solicitors, Committee Hansard, 20 March 2020, p. 2; Ms Lisa Flynn, 

Shine Lawyers, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 5; Dr Andrew Morrison Rfd SC, Australian 

Lawyers Alliance, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 19; Ms Georgette Antonas, The Centre 

for Excellence in Child and Family Welfare, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 19. 

47 Ms Lisa Flynn and Ms Katrina Stouppos, Shine Lawyers, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 6 

and 8. 

48 Mr Stephen Killeray, People with Disability Australia, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 34. 
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Cap on redress payments 

4.35 Advocacy groups expressed concern that despite ongoing advocacy, the cap 

for redress remains at $150 000 and not $200 000 as recommended by the 

Royal Commission.49 

4.36 The lower cap may be a reason for survivors pursuing civil actions. While it 

is difficult to give an average, one lawyer suggested that civil actions tend to 

award ‘hundreds of thousands of dollars rather than the current average of 

the Redress Scheme, being $80 000’.50 

4.37 The effect of a lower cap is exacerbated when indexed prior payments 

reduce the total award amount.51 Saines Lucas Solicitors provided an 

example of a redress payment falling from $50 000 to $20 000 when a 

payment of $15 000 was awarded many years prior. The solicitors held that 

this is ‘grossly inadequate given the severity of the consequences for the 

victim of sexual abuse’.52 

4.38 CLAN highlight that indexing calculations should stop once a survivor 

submits their application. Currently indexing continues to apply while 

applications are considered. This includes applications on hold waiting for 

an institution to join the NRS.53 

4.39 The Committee is opposed to the practice of indexing payments. The matter 

of indexation will be examined in the Committee’s next interim report. Prior 

to that consideration the Committee believes an immediate step needed to 

address some of the inequity is that the indexing practice be amended as a 

matter of urgency. 

4.40 DSS advised that as at 7 February 2020, 449 payments had been adjusted due 

to prior payments, with the average value of the adjustment being  

$34 574.02. DSS also confirmed that the maximum adjustment made was 

$150 000 which reduced the redress award to zero.54 

                                                      
49 Dr Andrew Morrison RFD SC, Australian Lawyers Alliance, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 

16; Mr Bob O’Toole, Clergy Abuse Network, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 21; Mr Boris 

Kaspiev, Alliance for Forgotten Australians, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 8. 

50 Ms Lisa Flynn, Shine Lawyers, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 6. 

51 Mr Boris Kaspiev, Alliance for Forgotten Australians, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 9. 

52 Ms Bianca Anstis, Saines Lucas Solicitors, Committee Hansard, 20 March 2020, p. 1. 

53 Care Leavers Australasia Network, Submission 17, p. 3. 

54 Department of Social Services, Answer to Question on Notice, number 22. 
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Recommendation 5 

4.41 The Committee recommends that: 

 The practice of indexation of prior payments be removed; and 

 Until the removal of indexation is implemented, the practice of 

indexing prior payments is amended so that indexation is applied up 

until the date of application submission, rather than the date of 

payment offer. 

Redress Matrix 

4.42 The matrix for assessing the amount of redress awarded to a survivor was 

widely criticised. Survivors, advocacy organisations, service providers and 

lawyers are in agreement that linking the amount of redress awarded to the 

physical type of abuse perpetrated fails to recognise the lifelong harm that 

any sexual abuse has on a survivor.55 Of grave concern was the decision to 

limit the payment of exceptional circumstance to penetrative abuse. This 

approach fails to acknowledge the harm caused by other types of sexual 

abuse. The Australian Lawyers Alliance stated: 

The award needs to be clearly related to the amount of damage done, not the 

type of sexual abuse.56 

4.43 Additionally, VACCA stated that survivors may not disclose penetrative 

abuse due to ‘the shame experience’.57 

4.44 The departure from the recommendations made in the Royal Commission 

was highlighted by survivors. One survivor stated:  

It penalises the victims. The victims have been retraumatised, there's no doubt. 

It should be more transparent. I don't know how they came up with the 

matrix. There was no following of the recommendations of the royal 

commission—very little of it. That's what makes you think that it's been 

                                                      
55 Ms Bianca Anstis, Saines Lucas Solicitors, Committee Hansard, 20 March 2020, p. 1; Dr Andrew 

Morrison RFD SC, Australian Lawyers Alliance, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 16; Mr 

Francis Golding, Care Leavers Network, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 24. 

56 Dr Andrew Morrison RFD SC, Australian Lawyers Alliance, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 

19. 

57 Ms Hanina Rind, Ngarra Jarra Noun, Victorian Aboriginal Child Care Agency, Committee Hansard, 

19 March 2020, p. 11. 
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structured to protect institutions, and that would be predominantly the church 

groups, the charities et cetera.58 

4.45 Ms Bianca Anstis suggested that the definition of penetration be clarified.59 

This would prevent a limited interpretation being applied. 

4.46 Many support services also raised concerns that the redress scheme was 

limited to sexual abuse, which has not been clearly defined, and suggested 

that all emotional and physical abuse should be included.60 

Requirements of accepting a redress payment 

4.47 Advocates criticised the six month time limit to respond to an offer of 

redress, noting that emotional duress may mean survivors need more time 

to assess their options.61 Blue Knot highlighted that survivors mental health 

is significantly affected at the time of receiving a decision.62 They noted that 

stress can sometimes mean survivors accept the offer without extensive 

consideration or the provision of legal advice in order to quickly resolve the 

process.63 

4.48 Extra challenges arise as detailed reasons for a decision, or the amount of 

redress offered, are not provided to the survivor. This limits the ability 

survivors and their support services to decide if the offer is fair.64 A lack of 

detailed reasoning can also compound feelings experienced by survivors 

who are not provided with an institution’s response earlier in the process.65 

4.49 The Uniting Church also raised the lack of information provided in a 

determination, and stated that the process could be improved if: 

                                                      
58 Phillip, Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 27. 

59 Ms Bianca Anstis, Saines Lucas Solicitors, Committee Hansard, 20 March 2020, p. 3. 

60 Mr Warren Strange, knowmore Legal Service, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 38; Dr Philippa 

White, Tuart Place, Proof Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 20; Ms Georgette Antonas, The 

Centre for Excellence in Child and Family Welfare, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 19; Mr 

Francis Golding, Care Leavers Network, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 24; Mr Philip 

Hodges, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 33. 

61 Ms Lisa Flynn, Shine Lawyers, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 3; 

62 Ms Toni Bailey, Blue Knot Foundation, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 28. 

63 Ms Toni Bailey, Blue Knot Foundation, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 30. 

64 Ms Anna Swain, knowmore Legal Service, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 38. 

65 Robert, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 19. 
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 [F]urther information was provided in the Reasons for Determination 

regarding how the assessment framework has been applied, the amount of 

any prior legal costs which have been offset against a prior payment and how 

the institution’s gross liability has been determined, particularly in situations 

whether [sic] there are multiple sets of abuse or responsible institutions.66 

4.50 DSS confirmed that a survivor must sign a deed of release when accepting 

an offer, and that is the reason a six month review period is in place. A 

senior official stated: 

I know there are a couple of hundred offers out there at the moment awaiting 

acceptance because people are considering their options.67 

4.51 Survivors also question why they must waive any future rights to 

compensation when accepting an offer of redress. One survivor highlighted 

that there is an important distinction as redress is designed to recognise 

prior harm done, while compensation is designed to meet the lifelong needs 

that have arisen as a result of harm caused.68 Another survivor stated: 

‘It’s not compensation; its supposed to be recognition. You can’t say it’s 

recognition and then say you have to waive your rights to compensation’.69 

4.52 A combination of these factors were linked to feeling of justice for survivors 

being sought, but not achieved. One survivor stated: 

I think the biggest healing component in this whole process for victims of 

sexual abuse is going to be if they feel that they have been justly dealt with. 

That doesn’t resonate for me at the moment, if that makes sense, and I think 

that’s the critical thing.70 

Committee Comment 

4.53 The Committee is concerned that survivors feel as though they do not 

receive enough information when asked to accept a determination. 

Survivors need to be able to weigh up their options clearly as accepting a 

redress offer will have significant legal consequences. Reform in relation to 

                                                      
66 UCA Redress Ltd, Submission, p. 4. 

67 Mr Peter Arnaudo, Department of Social Services, Canberra, Committee Hansard, 26 February 2020, 

p. 3. 

68 Mr John Michael Skewes, Committee Hansard, 20 March 2020, p. 11. 

69 Carolyn, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 2. 

70 Robert, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 21. 
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the practice of signing a waiver to forgo any future rights to compensation 

should be considered by the second anniversary review. 

4.54 The Committee believes there is merit in the second anniversary review 

examining all divergences in the structure of the NRS and recommendations 

made in the Royal Commission to ensure that the NRS can fulfil its 

aspirations.  

Recommendation 6 

4.55 The Committee recommends that the second anniversary review examine 

the following areas for reform as a high priority: 

 The provision of additional information in the final determination 

and offer provided to a survivor;  

 Appropriateness of the requirement for survivors to sign a deed of 

release when accepting redress payments, restricting any future 

compensation claim through civil courts; 

 Appropriateness of indexing prior payments; and 

 Appropriateness of the current cap and matrix for calculating redress 

payments. 

Access to counselling and psychological care services 

4.56 This section considers the availability and accessibility of counselling and 

psychological care services along with specialist financial counselling, for 

survivors engaging with the NRS. 

4.57 There are service gaps for survivors seeking counselling and psychological 

care services in rural and remote areas, including access to culturally safe 

and sensitive healing programs and specialist financial counselling. These 

concerns are heightened during the COVID-19 pandemic with face-to-face 

support services needing to adapt and find alternative ways to support 

survivors when physical offices are closed. 

Provision of counselling services 

4.58 DSS acknowledge that the counselling and psychological care services 

offered to a survivor will depend on where a survivor resides. Survivors 

living in South Australia, Western Australia and overseas can receive a lump 
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sum $5000 as part of their offer. As 7 February 2020, the NRS had paid  

$936 250 to survivors for counselling and psychological care services as part 

of offers of redress. In relation to survivors living in all other States and 

Territories, survivors are connected to a free, local service for a minimum of 

20 hours of counselling as part of their offer. DSS state that as 7 February 

2020, 536 referrals have been made.71 

4.59 In states that choose to provide services, some survivors felt that they were 

being pushed to use existing government funded counselling and 

psychology services, instead of specialised providers.72 

4.60 Both survivors and advocacy services highlighted that gaps currently exist 

in the following areas: 

 After-hours support;73 

 Face to face services in regional and rural areas,;74  

 Culturally sensitive services; 75  

 A lack of service for family members of survivors.76  

4.61 Administrative processes are also creating delays in accessing support. One 

survivor’s nominee explained how a DSS caseworker told him that she had 

‘contacted all the psychologists in the public system in [the] area but she was 

finding it very difficult to find anything suitable.’ With the permission of the 

caseworker, the nominee on the same day found a specialised trauma 

counsellor within the region who agreed to work with the survivor through 

the NRS. The caseworker thanked the nominee for researching options, and 

agreed to this arrangement. Since this verbal agreement, two months have 

passed and the NRS paperwork has not yet been provided. This means the 
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72 Mr Morris Pitt, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 11. 

73 Mr Morris Pitt, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 11. 

74 Ms Patti Dainton, Ballarat Centre Against Sexual Assault, Committee Hansard, 20 March 2020, p. 19; 
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survivor is still unable to access psychological care services despite great 

need.77 

4.62 Many organisations advocated for counselling to be available from the time 

a survivor first considers applying for redress and expresses a desire for 

psychological assistance.78 VACCA highlighted that culturally sensitive 

healing is required following the submission of an application, and prior to a 

final determination being made. They state: 

Changes in access need to be made to ensure survivors can access cultural 

healing when they need it, not waiting for further distress to develop.79 

4.63 Many witnesses stated that there should not be a time or occasion of service 

limit on psychological care services as recommended by the Royal 

Commission.80 

4.64 DSS noted that Redress Support Services can assist survivors at any time, 

including the application drafting period.81 It is unclear if this includes 

specialised counselling, or references advocacy supports. Whilst Care 

Leavers Australasia Network confirmed they offer counselling services at 

any time,82 other services suggested there is limited scope for providing 

specialist psychological care services prior to a determination being made.83 

                                                      
77 Nicholas Webster, Submission 11, pp. 1-2.  

78 Ms Dainton, Ballarat Centre Against Sexual Assault, Committee Hansard, 20 March 2020, p. 19; Ms 

Toni Bailey, Blue Knot Foundation, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 28; Dr Blakemore, 
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4.65 In relation to concerns regarding access to quality counselling services, DSS 

state that this matter will be reviewed as part of the second anniversary 

review.84 

Provision of financial counselling services 

4.66 Survivors can have limited financial literacy and require support when 

planning for the receipt of a redress payment.85 knowmore expressed 

concern that survivors can be referred to the National Debt Hotline, which in 

some regions is auspiced by Anglicare and the Salvation Army.86 There can 

be grave consequences for survivors if appropriate support is not made 

available before receiving the funds.  

4.67 Witnesses shared examples of survivors being pressured to share the 

payment with family or friends, or being used to clear a partner’s debt.87 The 

Alliance of Forgotten Australians highlighted a case where a church that was 

responsible for abuse supported a survivor to nominate the church in the 

survivors will.88 

4.68 Relationships Australia WA and Tuart Place highlighted that financial 

counsellors contracted by the NRS need to be trauma informed about the 

characteristics of survivors to ensure positive outcomes.89 

Committee Comment 

4.69 The Committee agrees that the provision of high-quality specialised 

counselling and psychological care services is essential to ensuring that 

survivors and their families can engage with the NRS in a way that limits re-

traumatisation. Likewise, high-quality, trauma-informed financial 

counselling can assist survivors to realise their aspirations for any redress 

payment received. This aspect is vital to the success of the NRS, yet there 
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85 Mr Reg Casley, Relationships Australia WA, Proof Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 14; Mr 
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appears to be no provision for funding specialist financial counselling 

services under the scheme. 

Recommendation 7 

4.70 The Committee recommends that the second anniversary review examine 

the following areas for reform as a high priority: 

 Increasing access to counselling and psychological care services, 

including specialist financial counselling, for survivors who intend to 

apply for the scheme, and throughout the application process; 

 Expanding the provision of out-of-hours support and counselling 

services; 

 Expanding the provision of culturally sensitive services with a 

particular emphasis on the needs of First Nation’s people; and 

 Removing any caps or limits on counselling and psychological care 

services for survivors.   

Direct Personal Representations 

4.71 A direct personal response is an opportunity for a survivor to tell their story 

to a representative of the institution that is responsible for their abuse and to 

receive an apology and an explanation of what the institution is doing to 

stop anyone else from being abused in the future. A direct personal response 

can be done in a variety of ways including a face-to-face meeting, a written 

letter or other arrangements, depending on your circumstances.90 

4.72 The NRS website explains that a direct personal representation is not 

possible until a determination on an application has been made. It states: 

If you receive an offer of redress and want to accept a direct personal 

response, you will need to tick the appropriate box on your acceptance 

document. 

The Scheme will then send you the details of the contact person(s) at the 

responsible institution(s) who will work with you to arrange your direct 

                                                      
90 National Redress Scheme, Direct Personal Response, available at 

https://www.nationalredress.gov.au/applying/what-can-you-apply/direct-personal-response. 

Accessed on 22 April 2020. 
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personal response. You, or your support person, can contact that person when 

you feel ready to start discussing what you would like to happen in your 

direct personal response.91 

4.73 DSS confirmed that fifty-two per cent of applicants indicate that they may 

pursue a direct personal response following the award of redress.92 Despite 

the high rate of interest, as at 30 June 2019, institutions reported that only 

eight direct personal responses were completed.93 DSS suggested that this 

could reflect low number of institutions signing up in the first year, and that 

the reported figure for the current financial year may be higher.94 

4.74 The Uniting Church submitted: 

We understand and support the policy rationale for ensuring that survivors 

have control of whether and when to commence the DPR [direct personal 

response] process. However, we are concerned that low take up might indicate 

a barrier in having to make yet “another” call, to someone they don’t know. 

We … consider that it would be useful if we could add material to the 

applicant’s final correspondence from the Scheme Operator, which outlines 

the institution’s approach to DPRs and warmly invites the initial contact to be 

made.95 

Committee Comment 

4.75 The Committee notes the importance that the Royal Commission placed on 

the ability of a survivor to access a direct personal response and encourages 

DSS to ensure that the second anniversary review consider ways to support 

survivors to access this aspect of the NRS.  

Recommendation 8 

4.76 The Committee recommends that the second anniversary review examine 

options to facilitate and better support survivors to seek a direct personal 

response as a high priority. 
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5. Role of Non-Government 

Institutions 

5.1 This chapter examines the views expressed to the Committee about 

participation by non-government organisations in the National Redress 

Scheme (NRS), and is split into two sections.  

5.2 The first examines the lower than expected number of applications for 

redress that have been received in the first two years of the scheme’s 

operation, and the second examines the number of non-government 

institutions that have (or have not) signed up to the scheme, and steps that 

could be taken towards encouraging more to do so. 

Survivor participation  

5.3 Initial estimates put the numbers of individuals being eligible for redress 

under the NRS as up to 60,000. The actual number of applications in the two 

years of operation is much lower than this. At a public hearing, the 

Department of Social Services (DSS) told the Committee that: 

At 14 February [2020] we have received 6,217 applications to date. Of those, 

4,787 are on hand, with 545 of those on hold because at least one institution 

named is yet to join.1 

5.4 As well as the lower than expected number of applicants, there was a very 

low number of payments made. At 14 February 2020, 1,196 payments had 

been made to survivors. DSS stated that: 

                                                      
1Ms Emma Kate McGuirk, Department of Social Services, Committee Hansard, 26 February 2020, p. 4. 
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I think that is something we’re still looking into. We don’t have a really strong 

sense of whether people are waiting until the scheme is more mature or 

whether they’re waiting because it’s traumatising and it’s a difficult process.2 

5.5 DSS elaborated on the possible reasons for the low number of applications 

for redress relative to earlier expectations. DSS indicated that there were a 

range of factors for survivors, including whether the institution had joined 

up and whether they would apply or not. DSS noted that the survivors are 

able to apply at any time over the life of the scheme.3 

5.6 Additionally, DSS raised the possibility that civil avenues for justice may 

play a role and provide more options, particularly changes to civil litigation 

being made by state governments in line with the recommendations of the 

Royal Commission, which puts survivors ‘in a more central position to help 

decide the best recourse for redress or justice’.4 

5.7 Another barrier to making applications is a perceived lack of information 

available about the existence of the NRS. Shine Lawyers told the Committee 

that: 

…when the Redress Scheme was introduced, there was a lot of work done to 

let people know about the scheme. However, that needs to continue, 

particularly in some communities where people still don’t know about the 

Redress Scheme. So I think that it is a continuous requirement for people to 

talk about the existence of this scheme and how people who have suffered 

abuse within institutions have this as an option or should seek legal advice in 

relation to alternatives.5 

5.8 Beyond Brave compared the publicity surrounding the NRS to the royal 

commission noting that the royal commission was publicised well in the 

community but suggested there may have been other reasons why the NRS 

was not. 

I acknowledge that this is to do with the fact that the scheme did not want 

redress support services to be inundated and not be able to meet demand.6 

                                                      
2Ms Elizabeth Hefren-Webb, Department of Social Services, Committee Hansard, 26 February 2020, p. 2. 

3 Mr Peter Arnaudo, Department of Social Services, Committee Hansard, 26 February 2020, p. 2. 

4 Mr Peter Arnaudo, Department of Social Services, Committee Hansard, 26 February 2020, p. 2. 

5 Ms Lisa Flynn, Shine Lawyers, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 4. 

6 Mrs Sylvia Galdamez, Beyond Brave, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 26. 
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5.9 Beyond Brave elaborated that if possible inundation of support services was 

a concern, there may have been consequential lack of knowledge about the 

scheme, including some survivors not knowing about the scheme. Beyond 

Brave acknowledged that the presence of ‘misinformation about the scheme’ 

may make survivors reluctant to apply.7 

5.10 People with Disability Australia echoed this concern about the lack of 

information: 

We’re also finding that many helping professionals across the disability, 

health, housing and justice sectors are unaware of the scheme or have very 

limited information, and generally are not proactive in providing accessible 

information to people with disability about the scheme when disclosures of 

potentially relevant child sexual abuse are made.8 

5.11 Relationships Australia Western Australia (RAWA) noted considerable 

public confusion about the existence of the NRS, and that it was often 

confused with the Western Australian Redress Scheme.9 Tuart Place echoed 

these comments, noting their own experience of encountering public 

confusion between the Western Australian state scheme and the NRS.10 

5.12 RAWA noted that awareness was a key factor in the age of people applying, 

proposing that the low number of young people applying may be due to a 

lack of awareness or misunderstandings.11 They noted that they were not 

aware of any public information campaign.12 

5.13 People with Disability Australia also commented on the fact it may be 

difficult to target certain groups including people in ‘hard-to-reach settings’ 

and those impacted by violence that was perpetrated against them.13 

So all of those sorts of complexities are there in terms of the messages getting 

to those particular groups of people.14 

                                                      
7 Mrs Sylvia Galdamez, Beyond Brave, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 26. 

8 Ms Romola Hollywood, People with Disability Australia, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 34. 

9 Mr Reg Casley, Relationships Australia Western Australia, Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 16. 

10 Dr Phillipa White, Tuart Place, Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 23. 

11 Mr Reg Casley, Relationships Australia Western Australia, Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 16. 

12 Mr Reg Casley, Relationships Australia Western Australia, Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 16. 

13 Mr Stephen Kilkeary, People with Disability Australia, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 38. 

14 Mr Stephen Kilkeary, People with Disability Australia, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 38. 
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5.14 Shine Lawyers noted the approach of the Defence Force Ombudsman in 

raising awareness of avenues for Defence Force personnel to report abuse  

Part of the reason with the Defence Force Ombudsman scheme is that it’s a 

certain sector of the population that is entitled to that scheme, so it’s a bit 

easier to educate people and let people know about the scheme The feedback 

on the scheme and how people are treated within that scheme is, on the whole, 

quite positive, whereas with the National Redress Scheme I think it’s a broader 

group of people. The potential 60,000 are spread all around Australia and have 

had a number of different experiences, so it’s harder, I guess, to let everyone 

know.15 

5.15 Shine Lawyers argued for greater continued efforts at public education, 

explaining that when the NRS commenced that there was more media and 

training in communities.16 Shine Lawyers contended that this education did 

not appear to be taking place and suggested this public education continue. 

…so that would be one suggestion – the appropriate people going out to 

communities, sitting down with support services for survivors of abuse and 

reinforcing that this scheme does exist and what’s involved with the process.17 

5.16 Like DSS, many witnesses put forward the accessibility of civil avenues for 

justice as a possible reason for the low uptake. The Australian Lawyers 

Alliance (ALA) stated that while ‘there’s no way we can put figures on it’, 

they are ‘aware of a fair amount of litigation’. The ALA was of the view that 

‘many more are going down the common law litigious process than would 

be the case if the NRS was more adequate’.18 

5.17 Further, Shine Lawyers told the Committee that they provide advice to 

individuals on each case as to which option may be better, noting that a 

majority of people seeking legal advice end up deciding to undertake a civil 

claim rather than an NRS application.19 

5.18 Similarly, Ms Bianca Anstis notes that most survivors, ‘if there is sufficient 

evidence to mount a civil claim’ have chosen to do this instead of making a 

redress application.20 

                                                      
15 Ms Lisa Flynn, Shine Lawyers, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 5. 

16 Ms Lisa Flynn, Shine Lawyers, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 10. 

17 Ms Lisa Flynn, Shine Lawyers, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 10. 

18 Dr Andrew Morrison, Australian Lawyers Alliance, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 19. 

19 Ms Lisa Flynn, Shine Lawyers, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 5. 

20 Ms Bianca Anstis, Saines Lucas Solicitors, Committee Hansard, 20 March 2020, p. 2. 
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5.19 Shine Lawyers outlined the factors that, in their experience, determined the 

direction an applicant took. They were the time involved, the amount of 

compensation as well as the prospects of success and the standards of proof 

required in a NRS claim.21 Shine Lawyers explained that most people that 

they were seeing tended to elect for a common-law claim.22 

5.20 According to People with Disability Australia, choosing civil litigation was 

sometimes linked to awareness of the scheme: 

It could also be that there’s been more awareness of things like civil litigation 

for some survivors rather than the Redress Scheme, so that might’ve come up 

first and they may not know about the Redress Scheme.23 

5.21 People with Disability Australia discussed the reasons their clients had 

made the choice between civil litigation and redress which revolved around 

civil litigation being perceived as ‘perhaps offering greater compensation in 

dollar terms’24 and for the survivor: 

It’s not as if it’s about the money; it’s more about the concept of justice and 

that, if it’s a higher dollar amount, it serves an increased purpose.25 

5.22 Carolyn, a survivor, told the Committee about her thought process in 

weighing up the civil litigation and redress options: 

Yes, the Redress Scheme is traumatic. But it would be less traumatic than 

having to stand up in the court and be fired at with questions and have people 

try to discount what you’re saying – having to go through the whole thing and 

be asked question after question, which I imagine would happen in a court 

case. You would be attacked, and it certainly shows.26 

                                                      
21 Ms Lisa Flynn, Shine Lawyers, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 5. 

22 Ms Lisa Flynn, Shine Lawyers, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 5. 

23 Mr Stephen Kilkeary, People with Disability Australia, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 37. 

24 Mr Stephen Kilkeary, People with Disability Australia, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 36. 

25 Mr Stephen Kilkeary, People with Disability Australia, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 36. 

26 Carolyn, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 3. 
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5.23 Carolyn went on to explain her experience with attempting to access the 

NRS: 

I haven’t put in for redress, but I have read the redress application. It took me 

a week to try and fill out what happened to me in the orphanage because I 

kept having to take time off to vomit.27 

5.24 Carolyn elaborated on her reason for not applying for redress: 

I don’t know if I want to go through the trauma of everything. Also I get very 

upset if I think that there’s going to be a committee that sits there and tells me 

that they don’t think I’ve suffered that much.28 

5.25 Robert, a survivor, echoed Carolyn’s comments about the trauma of 

applying for redress: 

If I had a big super fund and owned a house, I would not seek redress. I 

would not seek redress because it is so stressful and it brings so much to the 

fore that you don’t want to go through it. I am only doing it out of absolute, 

utter necessity; otherwise I wouldn’t be speaking to you today… If I could 

look after myself and I was in that gorgeous position, I would be applying for 

redress. I absolutely wouldn’t.29 

5.26 Another survivor, Phillip, told the Committee that making his application 

‘was the most difficult thing I’ve ever had to do’.30 

5.27 Ms Suzanne Walker, a survivor, also noted the impact that trauma has on 

survivors’ capacity to apply to the NRS: 

I know survivors who are trying to go alone with this and trying to do it 

online. There’s not a chance that I could have done this online. … for myself, I 

tend to disassociate, and when I’m talking and thinking about my abuse I 

really struggle with remaining present. Doing a complex task on the computer 

you really need to be present. I have a friend who’s trying to get through it, 

and I’m constantly trying to link her in with a service… I think maybe people 

are just not aware of what’s out there… Also, it’s really difficult to talk about 

your abuse. A lot of people feel a lot of shame. They shouldn’t, but they do. Its 

                                                      
27 Carolyn, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 2. 

28 Carolyn, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 2. 

29 Robert, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 21. 

30 Phillip, Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 25. 
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just part of being a childhood survivor. It may be difficult for them to be 

talking about it with someone else.31 

5.28 Similarly, Shine Lawyers stated that there is still a lot of difficulty for 

survivors in being able to come forward and share their stories: 

That continues to be a difficulty for people – even addressing within 

themselves that they have suffered child abuse and that they do have legal 

options.32 

5.29 People with Disability Australia noted that there were systemic barriers to 

applying for redress, particularly for people in marginalised or unsafe 

communities. PWDA explained that they may be subject to violence, unable 

to access mental health support or face barriers which prevent them from 

being able to engage with the scheme.33 

5.30 According to Shine Lawyers, the functioning of the NRS has also acted to 

limit the number of applications being made. They told the Committee that 

‘there is a perception’ that the NRS ‘can be difficult to navigate’, and that 

this perception may lead people down the path of seeking justice via the 

civil courts instead.34 

5.31 Mr Morris Pitt, a survivor, commented on his experience of how the NRS 

has functioned after making his application, and the effect this has had: 

My experience with Redress has been anything but helpful and the book is still 

well and truly open, leaving me unable to move forward with my life.35 

5.32 Mr Phillip Hodges, a survivor, explain why he believes so few survivors 

have applied for redress: 

One reason is we’re required to give in-depth detail and all our information, 

but the institution, the church or the non-profit organisation are not required 

to give their details. The Privacy Act does not ensure that what we say 

remains private.36 

                                                      
31 Ms Suzanne Walker, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 45. 

32 Ms Lisa Flynn, Shine Lawyers, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 4. 

33 Ms Romola Hollywood, People with Disability Australia, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 34 

34 Ms Lisa Flynn, Shine Lawyers, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 5. 

35 Mr Morris Pitt, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 7. 

36 Mr Phillip Hodges, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 34. 
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5.33 Ms Larissa Kaput spoke of a range of factors for survivors of abuse by 

Jehovah’s Witnesses not applying for redress: 

Survivors understand that no Jehovah’s Witnesses entities will ever sign up. 

They’re daunted by the application form… They have a fear of being 

shunned… by their family and friends for taking their brother to court – that’s 

a phrase known to Jehovah’s Witnesses. And they have a fear of providing 

information about the organisation that could then be used against them.37 

5.34 Similarly, Ms Cevrina Reed of Forgotten Australians Coming Together and a 

survivor, told the Committee that, given her foster care placements were 

arranged by the Churches of Christ: 

Because the Churches of Christ won’t join the scheme and because I wasn’t a 

ward of the state, there is no point in me applying, as the National Redress 

Scheme holds nothing for me, even though I qualify to apply, especially at this 

time.38 

5.35 Overall, DSS noted the consistency in the number of applications being 

received, at a rate of approximately 75 per week. It also stated that, while 

this will ‘not take us to 60,000’, DSS is ready to respond to an increase in the 

number of applications being made.39 

Committee comment 

5.36 The Committee has received a range of evidence regarding the lack of 

applications for redress relative to the expected 60,000. Much of this 

evidence was compelling and given the NRS is already almost two years 

into its ten year lifespan, requires urgent attention. 

5.37 The opening up of civil avenues for justice was raised by many submitters 

and witnesses to this inquiry. In the Committee’s view, this is entirely a 

matter for survivors, as they are always best placed to understand what 

option best suits their situation and capacity.  

5.38 However, it is vital that survivors have access to the best possible 

information on what their options are. In this regard, the Committee 

commends the work of organisations like knowmore, and the legal firms 

who have engaged with the Committee during its public hearings. Without 

                                                      
37 Ms Larissa Kaput, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 38. 

38 Ms Cevrina Reed, Forgotten Australians Coming Together, Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 18 

39Ms Elizabeth Hefren-Webb, Department of Social Services, Committee Hansard, 26 February 2020, p. 

10. 
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this legal advice, many survivors would be making these decisions without 

the best information available, so this legal advice plays a key role in 

achieving the best outcomes for survivors. 

5.39 Greater efforts at public education, particularly in regional and remote 

communities, and in marginalised communities, needs to be undertaken as a 

matter of urgency.  

5.40 The complexity and trauma associated with making a redress application 

has clearly been a major issue for many survivors, and has resulted in a 

lower than expected number of applications being lodged. 

5.41 These are all issues that require further examination as part of the second 

anniversary review, due to commence on 30 June 2020. The NRS is only two 

years into its legislated ten year lifespan, and way to encourage more 

survivors to come forward and make applications for redress for the historic 

injustice they faced needs deep and thoughtful consideration at this early 

stage of the scheme. 

Recommendation 9 

5.42 The Committee recommends that the second anniversary review of the 

National Redress Scheme should examine the reasons for the relatively 

low rate of applications for redress, including: 

 The role of law reform in states and territories in opening alternate 

avenues to justice for survivors via the civil courts; 

 The extent to which survivors are discouraged from accessing the 

National Redress Scheme  as a result of the application process; and 

 Whether the application process causes undue harm to survivors 

through re-traumatisation. 

Non-government institutions  

5.43 As discussed below, a number of applications for redress are on hold as they 

had named institutions that had not yet joined the scheme. Under the 

National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse Act 2018 (the Act), 

non-government institutions: 
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…are only participating institutions if they agree to participate in the scheme 

and the Minister makes a declaration under section 115 that they are 

participating institutions.40 

5.44 Further, while defunct and lone institutions can participate in the scheme, 

they must have a representative in order to do so.41 

5.45 In cases where defunct institutions that are not participating in the scheme 

are found liable for redress payments, ‘the government institution will be 

liable to pay the defunct institution’s share of the costs’. This can only occur 

in cases where the Operator – DSS – has made a determination, which in 

turn can only be made if: 

 The Operator has determined that the government institution is equally 

responsible with the defunct institution for the abuse; and 

 The defunct institution is listed for the jurisdiction that the government 

institution belongs to.42 

5.46 The Committee examines the funder of last resort provisions in more detail 

in Chapter 6 of this report. 

5.47 The NRS website states that: 

Institutions have till 30 June 2020 to join the Scheme and are encouraged to 

start engaging with the Scheme as early as possible. On average, institutions 

take between three to six months to go through the on-boarding process and 

be officially declared as participating.43 

5.48 At a public hearing, DSS told the Committee that as at 14 February 2020, 545 

applications for redress were on hold because at least one institution named 

in the applications is yet to join the scheme.44 These 545 applications relate to 

284 non-government organisations that have not joined the scheme.45 

                                                      
40National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse Act 2018, Part 5-1, Division 1, Section 107. 

41 National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse Act 2018, Part 5-1, Division 1, Section 

107. 

42National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse Act 2018, Part 6-2. Division 1, Section 162. 

43 National Redress Scheme, ‘Information for institutions’, <https://www.dss.gov.au/national-redress-

scheme-information-for-institutions> accessed 23 April 2020. 

44 Ms Emma Kate McGuirk, Department of Social Services, Committee Hansard, 26 February 2020, p. 4. 

45 Ms Elizabeth Hefren-Webb, Department of Social Services, Committee Hansard, 26 February 2020, p. 

3. 
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5.49 Of these, nine have declined to join the scheme.46 53 institutions are in the 

process of ‘on-boarding’, which refers to the final stage of joining the 

scheme.47 

5.50 A further 13 institutions are ‘actively engaging’ with DSS, which denotes a 

‘positive interaction’, and 41 are defunct. DSS told the Committee that they 

are engaged in ‘outreach’ with a further 135 institutions, and that the 

remaining 33 institutions are currently being researched to be accurately 

identified.48 

5.51 In terms of institutions joining the scheme, the Committee notes that there is 

considerable good will, and that many, if not most, institutions are seeking 

to do the right thing. For example, according to the Centre for Excellence in 

Child and Family Welfare (the Centre), which represents over 150 

community service organisations: 

Most if not all of our institutional members have joined or are in the process of 

joining the scheme. They are doing this because they recognise that they have 

a moral obligation to address past wrongs.49 

5.52 The Centre elaborated on this view: 

The position of this organisation and that of its members has always been that 

our organisations will join the scheme. We have had no organisation that we 

have very regular contact with that we are aware of saying that they wouldn’t 

join the scheme. In fact, I think almost all of them either have joined or are in 

the pipeline. In think, early on – we don’t hear about it as much – getting 

signed on presented its challenges. I think some of them has some challenges 

early on about making sure that they could meet all the requirements.50 

5.53 Professor Kathleen Daly, of Griffith University, told the Committee that 

persuasion could be a way of convincing institutions to join the scheme.51 

                                                      
46 Ms Elizabeth Hefren-Webb, Department of Social Services, Committee Hansard, 26 February 2020, p. 

3. 

47 Ms Elizabeth Hefren-Webb, Department of Social Services, Committee Hansard, 26 February 2020, p. 

7. 

48 Ms Elizabeth Hefren-Webb, Department of Social Services, Committee Hansard, 26 February 2020, p. 

8. 

49 Ms Georgette Antonas, Centre for Excellence in Child and Family Welfare, Committee Hansard, 19 

March 2020, p. 19. 

50 Ms Deborah Tsorbaris, Centre for Excellence in Child and Family Welfare, Committee Hansard, 19 

March 2020, p. 22. 

51 Professor Kathleen Daly, Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 1. 
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5.54 Professor Daly elaborated on this, proposing that individual responses to 

institutions could assist with identifying reasons why organisations are not 

opting in and finding what these organisations might need to opt in.52 

Each institution, I would argue, needs to be addressed quite individually, 

because we don’t know what the reasons are for not opting in, and we need to 

find out what they need to opt in. What will they say? Do they not believe in 

the scheme? Do they not have insurance? Is their insurance minimal? Will they 

go bankrupt? What are their reasons? If we find all of those reasons to be not 

rational and acceptable, we’ll say, ‘Well look, unless you do it by this date’ – 

you seek to figure out what kind of punitive response will get the result. 

5.55 Professor Daly, contended that ‘punitive measures’ will lead to ‘coercive 

participation’, which in turn will produce poor outcomes.53 Instead, 

Professor Daly advocated for a set of other measures based on a careful, 

individualised plan.54 

5.56 Organisations such as the Centre have indicated that, where these barriers to 

participation exist, they – along with other organisations in the various 

states and territories – are able to provide help. The Centre also noted that in 

some cases it may be necessary to provide extensions on the 30 June 2020 

deadline.55 

5.57 Ms Bianca Anstis considered that public pressure may play a useful role in 

encouraging institutions to join the scheme, where the media, groups such 

as the ALA and other bodies are involved in putting pressure on 

institutions: 

A lot of the institutions, as you would be aware, were sort of trying to say that 

they were intending to join and getting all the good PR and not following 

through with it. I think when the media came through and put that pressure 

on, it really, really helped. I think that would be helpful again in the future.56 

5.58 knowmore Legal Service expressed support for more punitive measures, 

including removal of charitable status and government funding, noting the 

                                                      
52 Professor Kathleen Daly, Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 5. 

53 Professor Kathleen Daly, Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 4. 

54 Professor Kathleen Daly, Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 4. 

55 Ms Deborah Tsorbaris, Centre for Excellence in Child and Family Welfare, Committee Hansard, 19 

March 2020, p. 22. 

56 Ms Bianca Anstis, Saines Lucas Solicitors, Committee Hansard, 20 March 2020, p. 2. 
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length of time that the scheme has been operating and the awareness of 

institutions about the scheme.57 

They’ve now has years, in effect, to get their house in order and to join. We 

know there are processes that have to be gone through to join, but we struggle 

to understand why it’s taken the best part of two years since the initial 

legislation for some of these institutions that have not yet joined. Some haven’t 

even indicated their intention. Clearly that reflects an intention that they won’t 

be joining unless somehow they are compelled.58 

5.59 Shine Lawyers similarly saw a possible need for compulsion, indicating that 

they felt more could be done to persuade institutions to join the scheme, 

supporting measures to strip institutions of their charitable status.59 

5.60 The Australian Lawyers Alliance also advocated for stripping of charitable 

status, noting that it was ‘likely to be effective.’60 They also considered that 

some organisations seemed to be trying to avoid responsibility: 

It’s curious to me that they would do so, because the institutions which have 

looked at it carefully, like the Catholic Church, have concluded that the 

scheme is vastly cheaper for them overall than being vulnerable to common-

law liability. So it’s not in the interests of these institutions themselves, but 

they are not seeing it that way.61 

5.61 Pastor Bob Cotton of the Maitland Christian Church echoed these views, 

stating that the government should withdraw the tax-free status of churches 

and charities.62 Pastor Cotton also proposed an alternative tax structure for 

churches which would provide funding to ‘properly compensate survivors 

and properly care for them.63 

Survivor views 

5.62 The issue of institutions not having already joined the scheme is having a 

detrimental impact on survivors. Blue Knot Foundation told the Committee 

                                                      
57 Mr Warren Strange, knowmore Legal Service, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 38. 

58 Mr Warren Strange, knowmore Legal Service, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 38. 

59 Ms Lisa Flynn, Shine Lawyers, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 3. 

60 Dr Andrew Morrison, Australian Lawyers Alliance, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 17. 

61 Dr Andrew Morrison, Australian Lawyers Alliance, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 17. 

62 Pastor Bob Cotton, Maitland Christian Church, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 49. 

63 Pastor Bob Cotton, Maitland Christian Church, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 49. 
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that survivors are distressed and ‘feel like there’s nowhere to go’64. Blue 

Knot communicate to their clients about the work that governments are 

doing to bring institutions on board but note ‘it’s a horrible place for 

clients’.65 

5.63 The Care Leavers Australasia Network (CLAN) saw the optional nature of 

institutional participation as a design flaw with the NRS: 

This should’ve been sorted out at the beginning so that the vast majority of 

institutions were in at the very start. It’s really hard to imagine a more 

damaging design of the scheme than to have institutions joining in such a 

piecemeal fashion.66 

5.64 CLAN put the view that participation should not be optional: 

In the first place, they should never have been given an option to join. We 

didn’t get an option to opt out of abuse, but the abusers get an option to join 

up to the Redress Scheme. They had five years notice of the royal 

commissions, and it’s now been nearly two years [since the NRS 

commenced].67 

5.65 In CLAN’s view, punitive steps are required to ensure participation by 

institutions: 

The redress laggers need to lose their charity tax status, and let’s not wait till 

30 June. Why the delay? We’ve given them the carrot over and over and over 

again. Where’s the big stick and the feather dusters and the straps that were 

used on our bodies? They don’t seem to get any of this treatment from the 

leaders of our nation.68 

5.66 Many other survivors or survivor organisations agreed with this view, 

including Mr Phillip Hodges69, Ms Larissa Kaput70, Tuart Place71 

                                                      
64 Mrs Toni Bailey, Blue Knot Foundation, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 30. 

65 Mrs Toni Bailey, Blue Knot Foundation, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 30. 

66 Mr Francis Golding, Care Leavers Australasia Network, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 29. 

67 Ms Leonie Sheedy, Care Leavers Australasia Network, Committee Hansard, 19 March 20202, p. 29. 

68 Ms Leonie Sheedy, Care Leavers Australasia Network, Committee Hansard, 19 March 20202, p. 29. 

69 Mr Phillip Hodges, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 35. 
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5.67 However, in the case of the Jehovah’s Witnesses, Ms Kaput expressed doubt 

as to whether revoking their tax deductibility status would be effective: 

On the mechanism of tax deductibility, do I think that would definitely force 

them to join up to redress? No, I don’t. But naming and shaming them has 

absolutely no effect; they have no shame. So it is a lever that will help, but I 

think we have to go much further than just removing their charity status.72 

5.68 In terms of what these further steps should be, Ms Kaput continued: 

For example, holding individuals to account. My understanding is that since 

the royal commission there have been no criminal charges against any of the 

leadership, either here or overseas, for the child abuse that occurred. If 

individuals were held to account by a further investigation, I think that would 

be effective.73 

Department of Social Services  

5.69 During the public hearings for this inquiry, the Committee questioned DSS 

on its efforts to bring more institutions into the NRS. DSS noted that they 

were working with organisations who were ‘expressing various views on 

joining the scheme’.74 

5.70 DSS explained the process in more detail: 

Even when an organisation essentially says that they are declining to join the 

scheme, we keep working with them even after that point, trying to 

understand what it is that is making that institution come to that decision and 

then trying to support them with other ways that might – not mitigate what 

they’re doing, but trying to find the reasons and then the department trying to 

come up with a response why that reason may not be an issue for them and 

continuing to work with them like that.75 

5.71 DSS explained that their approach to institutions which were named in 

applications involved interaction with the institution to ‘try and bring them 

on board.’76 They further explained that state and territory colleagues were 

also involved in working with these institutions. 77 

                                                      
72 Ms Larissa Kaput, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 40. 

73 Ms Larissa Kaput, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 40. 

74 Ms Susan Cartwright, Department of Social Services, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 51. 

75 Ms Susan Cartwright, Department of Social Services, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 51. 

76 Ms Emma Kate McGuirk, Department of Social Services, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 53. 

77 Ms Emma Kate McGuirk, Department of Social Services, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 53. 
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So, for every institution that has been named in an application, there is a 

strategy. Again, it is on a case-by-case basis depending on what interaction 

we’ve already had with that organisation. As soon as an application comes in 

and an institution is named, we inform that institution. We provide them with 

information about what’s involved.78 

5.72 In terms of punitive measures, such as naming institutions that refuse to join 

or revoking tax deductible status, DSS noted that ‘no particular option’ is 

‘off the table’.79 However: 

There would have to be found a public interest to do so. In order to establish 

that we would have to be able to give evidence that we have exhausted all 

possible opportunities to support organisations to join the scheme. We don’t 

believe that has occurred yet.80 

Committee comment 

5.73 The Committee is very concerned at the number of applications that cannot 

be progressed due to institutions not signing up to join the scheme. Of 

particular concern are the nine institutions that have actively refused to join. 

5.74 While the Committee is cognisant that the role of public and political 

pressure has been a factor in encouraging some institutions to join, it is also 

mindful that in some cases – the Jehovah’s Witnesses has emerged as one in 

the evidence given before the Committee – moral pressure applied via 

public discourse and the media may not be sufficient in and of itself. 

5.75 This is not to say that the Committee is of the view that this pressure should 

not be maintained, and even escalated. The Committee acknowledges the 

work being undertaken by DSS in engaging with and encouraging 

institutions – particularly those named in applications – to join the scheme. 

This work is vital to the effective functioning of the scheme and must 

continue. 

5.76 Further, it is far preferable that institutions join the scheme voluntarily. 

Given that participation by institutions is voluntary, and that they can leave 

the scheme at any time, the smoothest possible route to joining the scheme 

will always be the best possible means of doing so. 

                                                      
78 Ms Emma Kate McGuirk, Department of Social Services, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 53. 

79 Ms Susan Cartwright, Department of Social Services, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 52. 

80 Ms Susan Cartwright, Department of Social Services, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, pp. 50-51. 
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5.77 Also relevant is the conduct of institutions once they have joined the scheme. 

Those that have joined willingly will likely be more active and positive 

participants in the NRS process. This will result in better outcomes for all, 

including survivors and applicants. 

5.78 However, it is also clear that some institutions will – and indeed have – 

decline to join the scheme. Given the harm these institutions and their 

representatives have inflicted on survivors, and the need of these survivors 

to access justice in the fastest, easiest, and least painful way possible, the 

Committee considers declining to join unacceptable. Where pressure and 

persuasion is not effective, more punitive measures may become necessary. 

5.79 This is particularly the case with institutions that have both the capacity and 

the opportunity to join, yet still refuse to do so. The Committee believes that, 

given the 30 June 2020 deadline is quickly approaching, more robust 

methods of encouraging institutions to join the NRS need to be considered 

and implemented as a matter of the highest urgency. 

5.80 In the immediate term, the Committee believes that a concerted effort to 

maintain public and media attention on recalcitrant institutions who have 

declined to join would be best facilitated through the publication of the 

names of those institutions. This could take the form of a public register of 

institutions that have declined to join the scheme by 30 June 2020. 

5.81 Following the 30 June 2020 deadline, strong consideration needs to be given 

to implementing Recommendation 3 of the Joint Select Committee on 

Oversight of the Implementation of the Redress Related Recommendations 

of the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual 

Abuse, which stated that the government should ‘consider mechanisms and 

their efficacy’ to ‘penalise all relevant institutions that fail to join the scheme, 

including the suspension of all tax concessions’ for institutions that could 

reasonably be expected to join the scheme, and had the opportunity to do 

so.81 

5.82 This step must be taken only once all other avenues of encouragement and 

pressure have been exhausted and have been shown to be ineffective. 

                                                      
81 Joint Select Committee on Oversight of the Implementation of Redress Related Recommendations 

of the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse, Getting the National 

Redress Scheme Right: an overdue step towards justice, Parliament of Australia, 2019. 
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Recommendation 10 

5.83 The Committee recommends that: 

 In advance of 30 June 2020, the National Redress Scheme obtain a 

written statement from each institution which has not yet joined the 

National Redress Scheme, but has been named in applications, 

detailing their intention and timeline for joining the National Redress 

Scheme. 

 Where an institution discloses it is unable to join the National Redress 

Scheme by 30 June 2020, the written statement should provide: 

 detailed reasons for the delay; 

 include a list of all officers; and 

 details of the date the institution expects or intends to join the 

Scheme. 

 Where an institution discloses that it has no intention to join the 

National Redress Scheme by 30 June 2020, the written statement 

should provide: 

 detailed reasons for their decision; 

 include a list of all officers; 

 details of all financial benefits accrued by means of charitable 

status and/or any other sources of public funding or concessions 

they receive. 

 A full list of institutions unable to join the scheme by 30 June 2020 

and those who have declined to join the National Redress Scheme 

should be published on the National Redress Scheme website one 

week prior to 30 June 2020, and include the written statement 

provided by the institution to the National Redress Scheme. 
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Recommendation 11 

5.84 The Committee recommends that the Minister for Social Services convene 

the Ministers’ Redress Scheme Governance Board by 30 June 2020 to 

review decisions given by institutions declining to join the National 

Redress Scheme and to determine and advise what initiatives will be 

undertaken by the relevant Commonwealth, state, and territory 

governments to remove their charitable status and/or other concessions or 

sources of public funding.  
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6. Funder of Last Resort Provisions 

6.1 This chapter will consider legislation relating to funder of last resort 

provisions and discuss issues around the operation of an appropriate funder 

of last resort practice. 

Legislation considerations 

6.2 Part 6-2 of the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse Act 

2018 provides that where a Commonwealth, state or territory government 

institution is equally responsible for the child sexual abuse of a person with 

a now defunct non-government institution, the government will pay the 

defunct institution's share of redress in addition to any existing liability. A 

defunct organisation is defined as one ‘which no longer exists. It can be 

either a government or a non-government institution.’1 The legislation is 

clear that the funder of last resort provision does not apply when institutions 

choose not to join the National Redress Scheme (NRS).2 

6.3 The Department of Social Services (DSS) clarified that the legislation 

requires government involvement, not that the government managed or 

operated an institution.3 The department noted this could include an 

example where children who were a ward of the state were referred to a 

                                                      
1 Australian Government, National Redress Guide, Version 1.03, Section 1 Key Terms, Released 1 July 

2019. Available at: https://guides.dss.gov.au/national-redress-guide/8/2. [Accessed on 23 April 

2020]. 

2 Australian Government, National Redress Guide, Version 1.03, Section 8.2 Funder of Last Resort, 

Released 1 July 2019. Available at: https://guides.dss.gov.au/national-redress-guide/8/2. 

[Accessed on 23 April 2020]. 

3 Mr Peter Arnaudo, Department of Social Services, Canberra, Committee Hansard, 26 February 2020, p. 

7. 

https://guides.dss.gov.au/national-redress-guide/8/2
https://guides.dss.gov.au/national-redress-guide/8/2
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now defunct care facility.4 DSS noted that in a situation like this, the relevant 

government would need to agree to be part of the funder of last resort 

processes.5 

6.4 Current operating arrangements are narrower than Recommendation 36 of 

the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse, 

which stipulated that governments should act as a funder of last resort for 

all institutions irrespective of whether the government was equally 

responsible for the abuse.6 

Operational considerations 

6.5 There are concerns that current provisions are too restrictive and will 

prevent significant numbers of survivors from accessing redress through the 

NRS.  

6.6 DSS explained that the process taken to declare an institution defunct is 

research intensive as they ‘look for any other existing body that could 

potentially take responsibility for that institution’.7 

6.7 In February 2020, DSS confirmed that seven institutions have been identified 

as defunct since the start of the NRS. This means that any applications 

relating to those organisations can now progress.8 In March 2020, DSS noted 

that there are ongoing research activities relating to a further 33 potentially 

defunct institutions.9 

6.8 The delay in declaring an institution defunct can affect processing times for 

a significant number of survivors. In March 2020, DSS confirmed that 76 

                                                      
4 Ms Elizabeth Hefron-Webb, Department of Social Services, Canberra, Committee Hansard, 26 

February 2020, p. 7. 

5 Mr Peter Arnaudo, Department of Social Services, Canberra, Committee Hansard, 26 February 2020, p. 

7. 

6 Royal Commission into Institutional Child Sexual Abuse, Final Report- Redress and Civil Litigation 

Report, Recommendation 36. Available at: 

https://www.childabuseroyalcommission.gov.au/sites/default/files/file-list/final_report_-

_redress_and_civil_litigation.pdf.  

7 Ms Emma Kate McGuirk, Department of Social Services, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 59. 

8 Ms Emma Kate McGuirk, Department of Social Services, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 59. 

9 Ms Elizabeth Hefron-Webb, Department of Social Services, Canberra, Committee Hansard, 26 

February 2020, p. 8. 

https://www.childabuseroyalcommission.gov.au/sites/default/files/file-list/final_report_-_redress_and_civil_litigation.pdf
https://www.childabuseroyalcommission.gov.au/sites/default/files/file-list/final_report_-_redress_and_civil_litigation.pdf
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applications were on hold due to three organisations expected to be 

categorised as defunct.10 

6.9 In April 2020, DSS confirmed that for two of those organisations a potential 

link to government has been identified. As a result, DSS are working with 

the relevant jurisdictions and seeking legal advice.11 This would affect the 

outcome of 58 applications.12 DSS reiterated that investigation to relation to 

the third organisation is ongoing.13 

6.10 A witness stated that he was pursuing redress from an organisation that 

became defunct in 2011.14 Despite ongoing advocacy neither the NRS nor the 

relevant state Attorney-General has been able to confirm if funder of last 

resort provisions will apply to survivors from that institution. Confounding 

confusion are reports that survivors from the same institution are receiving 

different responses to their applications from the NRS.15 

Committee comment 

6.11 The Committee strongly encourages the second anniversary review to assess 

the approach adopted by Federal and State/Territory governments in 

relation to the funder of last resort provisions in the operation of the NRS. 

The review should consider how provisions can be expanded to ensure all 

survivors have equal access to redress and examine mechanisms so 

that survivors are not waiting long periods for their financial redress. An 

option may be that redress payments are made to the survivor once their 

claim has been determined suitable for redress. The NRS would then seek 

compensation from the relevant jurisdiction or jurisdictions. 

                                                      
10 Department of Social Services, Answer to Question Taken on Notice, number 79. 

11 Department of Social Services, Answer to Question Taken on Notice, number 340. 

12 Department of Social Services, Answer to Question Taken on Notice, number 340. 

13 Department of Social Services, Answer to Question Taken on Notice, number 340. 

14 Mr Richard Hinch, Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 30. 

15 Mr Richard Hinch, Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 31. 
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Recommendation 12 

6.12 The Committee recommends the Redress Scheme Governance Board 

expand the circumstances in which the funder of last resort provision 

applies so that the relevant participating jurisdiction/s act as the funder of 

last resort where: 

 the institution responsible for the abuse is now a defunct institution; 

and 

 the defunct institution would not have fallen under the operations of 

an existing institution. 
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7. COVID-19 

Response to COVID-19 

7.1 The COVID-19 pandemic has fundamentally altered the lives of every 

Australian. As would be expected, the effect of the pandemic has been 

greater on vulnerable and marginalised communities. Many programs and 

initiatives have been put in place to minimise the impact of the pandemic, 

and its economic effects, on Australians.  

7.2 The Alliance for Forgotten Australians noted the severe impact that 

successive crises have had on survivors. Specifically, the 2019-2020 bushfires 

and COVID-19 pandemic have resulted in a ‘complete restructuring of our 

society’, with ‘forgotten Australians and other survivors’ particularly 

vulnerable: 

People who are homeless or borderline homeless and people who have lost 

their homes during the bushfires are having to deal with the closure of or 

limitations around service provision and delivery. Our people are very much 

the ones who are suffering in a way that middle class people aren’t suffering.1 

7.3 Similarly, the Victorian Aboriginal Child Care Agency (VACCA) linked the 

bushfires and COVID-19 to difficulties ensuring effective service delivery. 

VACCA noted that it does what it can with limited resources, but that 

survivors are experiencing detrimental effects from the lack of ability to hold 

events like cultural healing camps and face-to-face services.2 

                                                      
1 Mr Boris Kaspiev, Alliance for Forgotten Australia, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 3. 

2 Ms Hanina Rind, Victorian Aboriginal Child Care Agency, Committee Hansard, 19 March 2020, p. 18. 
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7.4 People with Disability Australia made similar comments, to the effect that 

COVID-19 had added another layer of complexity to providing services to 

vulnerable survivors: 

The key thing here is around face-to-face interactions. I’m a big fan of 

technology, but, having worked with the council myself over the years, 

nothing can beat face-to-face interactions with people. That is going to be a 

challenge that we’ll need to address over time in terms of how we reach out 

and connect to people – survivors in hard to reach settings – and how we 

provide them with a safe, therapeutic space.3 

7.5 Tuart Place echoed these concerns, noting that on 23 March 2020 it has 

‘switched to phone outreach’ and was seeking to establish other mechanism 

of support, such as virtual support groups. However, due to issues like 

resistance to technology and literacy levels, only about half of these offers 

are taken up.4 This causes concerns for some of Tuart Place’s clients: 

Because of COVID-19, Tuart Place has had to stop its face-to-face support, and 

we’re very concerned about our most vulnerable and elderly participants, 

particularly those who rely on attending the centre.5 

7.6 Likewise, knowmore Legal Service noted its concern around the appropriate 

level of support being provided to survivors during the pandemic, stating: 

With the additional stress and anxiety around their potential health concerns, 

regular communication from the scheme on where their application is in terms 

of how it’s progressing would alleviate them of that anxiety. A lot of people 

are concerned that they will pass away before a decision is made. In some 

way, communicating to a survivor that they haven’t been forgotten and that 

their application is progressing and exactly what state it’s at, and if an idea of 

a time frame could be provided, I think that would be a very helpful extra step 

in the current situation.6 

7.7 Another specific difficulty that was raised by multiple witnesses is the need 

to provide a statutory declaration with applications for redress. While there 

are more general issues with this requirement, in the current public health 

situation this creates greater difficulty for survivors. 

                                                      
3 Mr Stephen Kilkeary, People with Disability Australia, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 39. 

4 Dr Philippa White, Tuart Place, Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 23. 

5 Ms Cevrina Reed, Forgotten Australians Coming Together, Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 18. 

6 Ms Anna Swain, knowmore Legal Service, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 36. 
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7.8 Tuart Place stated that, whereas before the COVID-19 situation, they would 

escort applicants to get statutory declarations witnesses by appropriate 

people: 

At the moment, we need to send it out to them. It gets difficult once we send 

out the application; it may get signed, or it may not, or people become 

overwhelmed when they’re by themselves with all this paperwork. So, it 

certainly has posed a challenge in getting that final step in the application 

process finished.7 

7.9 knowmore Legal Service echoed this concern, noting that many of their 

clients were having problems submitting their applications with a statutory 

declaration: 

Many of our clients don’t know people in the categories who can witness a 

statutory declaration. I’m in Queensland and I know that the Department of 

Justice and Attorney-General has closed the community justices of the peace 

program. You used to be able to find a JP at your local library or shopping 

centre or hospital, and that’s not available anymore.8 

7.10 knowmore went on explain that social distancing guidelines made it difficult 

for ‘people to engage and go out and find somebody or have somebody 

visit’ to assist in witnessing a statutory declaration. It also noted that the 

requirement was unnecessary, as there are ‘other ways to prosecute’ 

fraudulent claims.9 

7.11 Professor Kathleen Daly saw a need to address COVID-19 and its impact on 

survivors by aiming for greater operational transparency: 

Clarify how applications are considered and the grounds on which they are 

determined, clarify the meaning of key terms in the assessment framework, 

notify survivors about the progress of their claims at known time markers, and 

publish a flow diagram or online tracker that shows the steps that DSS staff 

take in working through a claim and how much time each step takes – this 

may include reasons for delay.10 

7.12 A similar matter was raised by knowmore Legal Service, in light of the fact 

that as a cohort, many survivors are potentially susceptible for the COVID-

19 virus, and are ‘very concerned’. knowmore stated that its clients were 

                                                      
7 Mrs Sarah Regan, Tuart Place, Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 21. 

8Mr Warren Strange, knowmore Legal Service, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 35. 

9 Mr Warren Strange, knowmore Legal Service, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 35. 

10 Professor Kathleen Daly, Griffith University, Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 1. 
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concerned that their applications may not be determined in time. It said that 

the ‘timely processing of applications’ would ‘greatly help our client 

group’.11 

Committee comment 

7.13 The current COVID-19 pandemic and the necessary social and economic 

restrictions in place to control the spread and effect of the virus are causing 

major issues in vulnerable and marginalised communities. While these 

issues are being felt by almost every member of the Australian community, 

the Committee has no doubt that they are felt particularly strongly in the 

survivor community. 

7.14 It is also clear that this is causing massive concern amongst survivors. This is 

partly driven by uncertainty and anxiety over whether their claims will be 

processed in time – or indeed, whether they will be processed at all – and 

steps need to be taken to ensure that survivors have these anxieties lessened 

wherever possible. 

7.15 In the Committee’s view, this raises two matters. Firstly, greater efforts need 

to be made to ensure that information about the NRS’s continuation 

throughout the COVID-19 pandemic is clearly communicated to the public. 

Further, the efforts at communication need to be undertaken in such a way 

that they reach the vulnerable communities that are applying for redress 

under the NRS. 

7.16 Secondly, the Committee is concerned that the support services available to 

survivors are being severely impacted by the COVID-19 crisis, and the lack 

of face-to-face contact that social distancing engenders. While social 

distancing is necessary to contain the spread of the virus, and is likely to 

continue for quite some time, additional support services need to be put in 

place to ensure that survivors are not left to deal with their anxiety and 

concern without appropriate support in place. 

7.17 The Committee believes that both of these matters need to be examined as 

part of the second anniversary review, as a matter of the highest priority.  

7.18 The issue of providing statutory declarations with redress applications is 

also a matter or the highest urgency. Indeed, in the Committee’s view, this 

matter should not be left to the second anniversary review alone. 

                                                      
11 Mr Warren Strange, knowmore Legal Service, Committee Hansard, 6 April 2020, p. 35. 
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7.19 In the immediate term, the need to submit a statutory declaration during the 

COVID-19 pandemic needs to be removed, by whatever means available. At 

present, it is a significant impediment to applications being submitted, and 

given the age and health profile of some survivors of historic child abuse, 

presents an unacceptable obstacle to access some form of redress. 

7.20 More generally, the matter of whether the statutory declaration is necessary 

at all must be examined by the second anniversary review. As some 

submitters and witnesses to this inquiry have raised, there are other means 

of dealing with fraudulent claims that do not make this impost on the vast 

majority of applicants for redress. 

Recommendation 13 

7.21 The Committee recommends the National Redress Scheme closely 

monitor its operations during the COVID-19 pandemic to ensure that the 

National Redress Scheme is as responsive as possible to the increased 

levels of anxiety, and the more limited access to counselling and 

psychological care services that is available to survivors. 
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8. Other Review Considerations 

Advance payments 

8.1 The Committee is aware that in other jurisdictions – particularly Scotland – 

redress schemes have taken the step of making advance payments available 

to applicants, and this was raised by witnesses as a means to address, in 

part, the impact of COVID-19. 

8.2 In April 2019, the Scottish Government announced an Advance Payment 

Scheme, which would enable vulnerable survivors of childhood abuse (aged 

70 or over or with a terminal illness) to access an advance payment of 

£10,000 ahead of the passing of legislation to establish a Scottish statutory 

redress scheme.1 Following a review of the Advance Payment Scheme in 

December 2019, the eligible age threshold was lowered to those aged 68 and 

over, effective immediately.  

8.3 The Care Leavers Australasian Network recommended an advance payment 

of $20,000 for applicants: 

In light of the current coronavirus climate, all necessary precautions need to be 

taken to ensure our most vulnerable applicants will see some form of justice, 

acknowledgement and will get to utilise their redress payment and, at the very 

least, pay for their funerals.2 

8.4 Relationships Australia Western Australia (RAWA) noted its concern with 

some aspects of this proposal, particularly in relation to the issue of financial 

literacy: 

                                                      
1 Scottish Government, Redress for historical abuse survivors. Available at www.gov.scot/news/redress-

for-historical-abuse-survivors. Accessed on 24 April 2020. 

2 Care Leavers Australasia Network, Submission 17, p. 12. 

http://www.gov.scot/news/redress-for-historical-abuse-survivors
http://www.gov.scot/news/redress-for-historical-abuse-survivors
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I wouldn’t want to prevent people from getting an earlier payment or a part-

payment if those were things they wished to receive; however, it would tie in 

with some of the concerns raised by other professionals in various forums and 

other service providers. In some communities they are concerned about some 

individuals’ lack of ability to manage their finances, and in some communities 

they are concerned that there might be large amounts of money for that 

particular individual or that family and maybe multiple smaller payments in a 

small community at a similar time.3 

8.5 Tuart Place raised the issue of survivors receiving an advance payment in 

cases where institutions have not opted-in to the scheme, but noted ‘it would 

seem reasonable for [survivors] to receive [an advance] payment for an 

institution that has’ opted-in.4 

8.6 Tuart Place also noted that 11 of the survivors they are working with have 

already received an advance payment from the Scottish scheme. Dr White 

noted that the Advanced Payment Scheme is ‘a very simple process.’ 5 

Committee comment 

8.7 The Committee received a wide range of evidence on the time taken to 

process redress applications, as well as the perception that priority cases 

were not dealt with in a more expeditious manner than other applications. 

These concerns held by survivors have clearly been heightened by the 

current public health situation, as survivors with health vulnerabilities 

wonder whether their applications will be processed in time. 

8.8 The Committee notes with interest the steps taken by the Scottish 

Government to institute advance payments for survivors who may not 

survive long enough to see the legislation of the Scottish redress scheme. 

8.9 In the Committee’s view, the issue of making advance payments to elderly 

or otherwise vulnerable survivors should be included in the remit of the 

second anniversary review. This examination also needs to pay particular 

regard to the provision of appropriate financial support and advice to 

individuals who may receive any payments. 

                                                      
3 Mr Reg Casley, Relationships Australia WA, Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 14. 

4 Dr Phillipa White, Tuart Place, Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 20. 

5 Dr Phillipa White, Tuart Place, Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 20. 
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Recommendation 14 

8.10 The Committee recommends that the second anniversary review 

investigate the appropriateness of the use of advance payments for 

survivors who are especially vulnerable as a high priority. 

Institutions joining after the 30 June 2020 deadline 

8.11 Given the legislative deadline for institutions to join the NRS is 30 June 2020, 

the possibility of an institution being identified as needing to join 

subsequent to the deadline was raised. It was highlighted that there is no 

existing mechanism that allows the institution to participate in the NRS.  

8.12 Ms Juliet Davis, of Griffith University, noted that institutions that have both 

been identified recently and those that are identified after the 30 June 2020 

deadline need to be treated differently to those who were identified during 

the Royal Commission or have otherwise had ample opportunity to join the 

scheme.6 

8.13 CLAN stated that any institutions named in applications for the first time 

after 30 June 2020 should be required to join the scheme.7 

8.14 The Australian Lawyers Alliance saw a need for ‘the life of the scheme to be 

extended, and extended significantly’ to deal with the issue of institutions 

being named in applications after 30 June 2020.8 

Committee comment 

8.15 Regardless of how these institutions engage with the NRS, as present given 

the 30 June 2020 deadline there appears to be no mechanism in place to 

facilitate institutions either named recently or after 30 June 2020. 

                                                      
6 Ms Juliet Davis, Griffith University, Committee Hansard, 15 April 2020, p. 5. 

7 Ms Leonie Sheedy, Care Leavers Australasia Network, Committee Hansard, 19 April 2020, p. 30. 

8 Dr Andrew Morrison RFD SC, Australian Lawyers Alliance, Committee Hansard, 30 March 2020, p. 

19. 
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8.16 Further, given the timelines involved in joining the scheme, the Committee 

sees a need to extend the deadline to allow for institutions to join after 30 

June 2020. The means by which institutions named in applications are 

brought into the scheme needs to be a key focus on the second anniversary 

review, and the government should give strong consideration to 

implementing interim measures during the course of the second anniversary 

review to ensure that survivors are able to make applications against 

institutions that have not yet been made aware of their need to join the 

scheme. 

 

 

 

 

Senator Dean Smith 

Chair 
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Australian Lawyers Alliance 

 Dr Andrew Morrison, RFD SC, Spokesperson 

Blue Knot Foundation 

 Mrs Toni Bailey, Senior Redress Counsellor  

Clergy Abuse Network 

 Mr Bob O’Toole 

Maitland Christian Church Inc 

 Pastor Bob Cotton, Public Officer  

People with Disability Australia 

 Ms Romola Hollywood, Director, Policy and Advocacy 

 Mr Stephen Kilkeary, Director, Individual and Group Advocacy NSW 

Shine Lawyers 

 Ms Lisa Flynn, National Practice Leader  

 Ms Katrina Stouppos, Associate and Practice Leader 

Monday, 6 April 2020 

Via Teleconference 

Private capacity 

 Robert 

 Carolyn 

 Mr Morris Pitt 

Beyond Brave (Bravehearts Foundation) 

 Mrs Silvia Galdamez, National Manager Advocacy and Support Services  
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knowmore Legal Service 

 Ms Lauren Hancock, Law Reform and Advocacy Officer  

 Mr Warren Strange, Executive Officer 

 Ms Anna Swain, Acting Principal Lawyer 

Wednesday, 15 April 2020 

via Teleconference 

Private capacity 

 Professor Kathleen Daly  

 Ms Juliet Davis 

 Phillip 

Relationships Australia WA  

 Mr Reg Casley, Senior Manager 

 Ms Felicity Sivewright, Coordinator, Redress Support Service  

The Old Fairbridgians Association Inc, WA  

 Mr Richard Hinch, President 

Tuart Place 

 Ms Cevrina Reed, Chairperson, Forgotten Australians Coming Together 

Inc  

 Mrs Sarah Regan, Counsellor  

 Dr Philippa White, Director 
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B. Submissions 

1 Ms Ellen Bucello 

2 Carolyn U 

3 Pourus Barucha 

4 Name Withheld 

5 Mr John Skewes 

6 Mr Philip Hodges 

7 Ms Sue Walker 

8 Pastor Bob Cotton 

 Attachment 1 

 Attachment 2 

9 Mr Frank Golding 

10 Confidential 

 Attachment 1 

 Attachment 2 

 Attachment 3 

 Attachment 4 

 Attachment 5 

 Attachment 6 

11 Mr Nick Webster 

12 Dr Anandashila Saraswati 

13 Shine Lawyers 

14 Uniting Church Australia Redress Ltd 
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15 Saines Lucas Solicitors 

16 Anglican Church Australia  

17 CLAN - Care Leavers Australasia Network  

18 Jesuit Social Services 

19 Relationships Australia Victoria 

20 knowmore Legal Service 
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